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FOREWORD 
This document records the system and program requirements for a Space Operations 
Center as defined by systems analysis studies. The first version of this document, 
lSC ... 16244, ReGuirements for a Space Operations Center, November, 1979, was based on 
results of a JSC study. The document was revised based on the results of contracted 
Space Operations Center ~tudies in July of 1981. The p=-,~sent revision incorporated 
further contracted study result~ as well as those of further JSC studies. Thi6 document is 
intended as a guide for future study Ci .. ,d systems definition for a Space Operations Center 
and will be periodically revisE:d as new information and increased definition are developed. 
This document was prepared by Boeing Aerospace Company as ~ Contractor Report under 
Contract NAS9-16l.51. The requirements included herein have been review~d and 
app~oved by the JSC Space Operations Center ~\rogram management team. 
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INTRODUCTION A 
This document contuin$ system leyel requirements for a Space Operations Center (SOC) 
which is a major ehHi.ent of the National Space Operations System (NASOS). The Space 
Transportation System (STS) provides the first step in establishment of the NASOS. 
Moving from around based operations to space based operations w1l1 provide the next 
major level of capabllity. 
Space based operations will require establishment of an SOC in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
with the companion development of a space based orbit transfer system to provide Inajor 
increases in capability to high energy orbits. Subsequent increases in capability will 
r~uire manned access to high inclination and/or geoltat1onary orb1ts~ Permanent manned 
presence in these orbits may also be required at some future date. 
The requirements contained in this document are prest:nted at the system level .for an 
LEO SOC and include those requirements necessary f(H' support of space based orbit 
transfer systems and other functional systems that operate in conjv .. ,ction with the SOC. 
The approach taken in this ~ument assumes development of SOC in phases with 
capability provided as mission needs develop. Subsystem requirementi will be developed 
as part of Phut. 8 activities. 
MISSION NEEDS 
The practical use of spacre over the next 20 years will require the capability to assemble, 
deploy, control: ro~iine~y service, and maintain large and complex commercial and 
defense space systems. The STS provides the first step in building space operational 
capabilities; however, due to limitations in orbital stay time, manpower availability, and 
delivery capability, the STS alone cannot adequately satisfy future spaee neech. 
A permanently manned SOC can provide the required expansion of manned operations 
capability while at the same time incre~sing the efficiency and use of the STS. 
An SOC, designed to provide incremental capability as needs develop and to exploit STS 
cilpabUities, is the essential next step in expansion of the United States space capability_ 
Specifically, there is need to: 
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Provide for .... mbly, conltruction, service, checkout. laullCh and recovery of 
Increa.ln~,'~ larle and comple. payloa. In LEO~ Such an LEO capabUity 
effectively removes limitationa which the STS imposes Qf) payload size, 
weilht, and ~omple.ity, 
Provide a base for .. sembly, service, stor .. ." laullCh, and recovery of upper 
stale propulsion systems. Bellnnin& .Ich the currently planned upper stases, 
the SOC permits matchina the transportation Iysteln to ., variety of paylMd 
requirements. Eventual,.,.c:e basinl of reusable crYOlenic stasew wUl 
substantially improve access to Ind rnduce COlt of leosynchr~ space 
operations. 
Provide a basis for manned acce~s to hllh inclination and l'!OItationary orbits. 
The growth of both commercial al.')d mUltary assetl in these orbit! demiM\d U.S. 
dominance and eventually permanent manned occupancy. 
Provide a manned space presence from which the Department of Defense 
(DOD) can develop space military capabilities for more efficient conduct of 
space operations necessary for the National defe' •• 
Provide a manned platform wherein 1001 term science and applications 
research may be conducted. 
Provide • focus for future NASA space development efforts. 
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1.000 SOC PROGRAM GI!N!RAL ~,~ 
1.001 The Space Operatioos Center (SOC) proaram includes the analyses, deslan, 
Jev'elf!Pment, and operation of an orbital fac111ty. The SOC 11 a permanently-manned 
facUHy operating in low Earth orbit and used for operational .. pport of space activities 
1Uc[i?, as space construction development, construction and checlcout of large space 
systems, unmanned and manned orbital transfer v,..hlcle operations, on-orbit assembly, 
launch, recovery, and servicing of spa1:e vehicles, and servicing of co-orbitina satellites 
including the lervlclng of missions attached to or near the SOC. Re .. pply shall be via the 
Space Shuttle. Modulel. shall be transported to and from low Earth orbit (LEO) internal to 
the Space Shuttle. If spt;'"'Cific elements are not transportable by the Shuttle, they shall be 
constructed and/or assembled on orbit. 
1.002 The SOC design shall provide phased increales in capability which can be 
matched to demand for space based services. Each proaram phale shall establish a 
significant increase in U.S. mannell space capabillty and shall be justifiable as a stand-
alone program if necessary. Modularity in both structure and subsystems shall be 
emphasized as a means of accomplishing this flexibility and as a means of accommodating 
budget constraints. 
1.00) Phase I, the initial SOC, shall provide capabilities for the (,lIowing. 
Manned occupancy for short periods between planned Orbiter visits 
Space basing and assembly of payloads and expendab,te ~rbit transfer systems 
Accommodation of space and Ilfe science and Earth rviOUrces experiments 
Accommodation of space processin~ research 
Support of space operations test requirements 
1.00. Phase II, the baseline SOC, shall provide Phase I capabiliti(f:) plus capabilities for 
the following. 
Continuous manned occupancy 
Space basing ("f reusable orbit transfer systems including propellant storage and 
transfer 
Routine satellite servicing 
A basis for d~~elopment of manned access to all cammercially and militarily 
significant orbits 
. 
1.00' Phase 01, the growth SOC, shall provide expanded habitability with reduced 
logistics requirements, routine manned access to geQ~ }nchronous orbit and increased 
capabilities to perform functions initiated in PhaRs I &h: ;'J. 
1.006 Total cost and peak annual funding of the program ai'e primary considerations. 
Primary emphasis is on minimum cost, including recurring costs, through the initial SOC 
operational period. 
1.007 The development approach shall minimize the number and cost of test articies, 
and shallpr~vide for' utilization of the Space Shuttle for on-orbit testing. 
3 . 
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2.000 SPACE PACOJTY GENeRAL Rl!QUlREM!NTS 
2.00' The SOC shall have the capacity for independent (without re~j"'ly) operation A 
with the full cr~'W for a period of at least 90 days in LEO. The full crew Is that number of 
crewmembers the configuration is designed to support at any point in time and may vary 
from 2 to 12 people over the evolution of the prOlram. 
2.00. At each phase of the on-orbit assembly sequence, the Orbiter and/o.r SOC 
onboard crew shall have the capability and resources to checkout and vaUdi;te the 
operation of the SOC. 
2.00' Solid wastes shall not be dumped into space. 
2.006 Dumps or umbilical connections of any gasses or fluids external to the SOC shall 
not cause any propulsive force, directly impinge on SOC structures (ir sensors, affect high 
voltage power supplies or impair the ability of the SOC to conduct its missions. 
2.007 "'Commonality" is a primary consideration through the study. The various 
modules ~jhall use common structural assemblies/subassemblles, subsYl)tems, components, 
and mission hardware as much as practical to reduce program costs. 
2.001 The de:sign of all modules and mission hardware during the cor.cept definition 
ph"se shaH include a 2.5 percent weight (growth) margin. 
2.00' The total iaunched payload weight of Shuttle-transported module.~ shall not A 
exceed a maximum of 29,484 kg (6.5,000 lbs). All payloads as manifested shall fall within 
shuttle (G. limit) constraints. The Orbiter payload weight for planned landing shall not 
exceed 14,.51.5 kg (32,000 lbs). Payload weight shall include th"., SOC module(s), weight 
growth margin, and all other items chargeable to payl(\ad weight. 
2.010 The maximum dimensions of the SOC modules shall be as follows: a. Maximum 
Diameter--!.5 feet (4 • .572 meter.) cylindrical payload thermal.~d dynamic envelope (see 
references cited in 2.00 I for specific definition of thermal.\)nd dynamiC envelope). b. 
Maximum Length--l) For modules delivered by an Orbiter '\"!\~hout a docking module -
maximum length is '.5.0 feet (16.164 meters). Appendages may protrude beyond this length 
to a maximum of .59.0 feet (11,9832 meters) if the appendage does not interfere "Nith EVA 
paths. 2) For modules t;ielivered by an Orbiter equipped with a docking module - maximum 
i' length Is .52.0 feet (1.5.8496 meters). 
~~ 
\ 
2.0H System ciesign shall accommodate variations in SOC configurations due to initial 
buildup and multiple operations conducted simultaneously such as on-orbit construction, 
vehicle stage assembly, service, launch, recovery, docking, satellite servicing, and 
research and applications missions. 
4 
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2.012 AU hardware associated with the 50C wUl be de.ilned and prelaunch opettation. 
will be devf..Iloped so as to require minimum access to the module '~hUe in th~Orbiter 
cargo bay. 
2.013 Th~ configuration shall be designc.cf so as not to preclude the removal or 
replacemen\ of any module. 
2.01t A means of enterln, any depreNUrlzed module that does not require 
depressuriz-ltion of the entire SOC shall be provided. 
2.01' "Primary access" routes shall accommodate paekqe volume sizes to 24 in. x 30 
in. x 72 in. "Primary access" is defined as a trunk line throuahout the SOC connect in, all 
major elements. This access includes dock in, and berthing subsystems and major 
mission-oriented equipment. "Secondary access" rou~es lire defined as those that are 
parallel to or in addition to primary routes such as ac,':ess to crew quarters, galley, lab, 
etc. 
2.016 The SOC configuration shaU provide non-Interfering work areas for construction, 
A satellite servicing, flight support, and attached reM~rch module operations. 
A 
2.D17 The SOC configuration shall provide handling capability and unobstructed paths 
for all element transfer operations. 
2.011 The SOC ~onfiguration shall provide operational flexibility and reasonable 
avenues for growth. 
2.019 The SOC configuration !hall provide .fC)r .; practical buildup sequence; buildup 
operations shall be accomplished by the Shuttle Orbiter and by SOC elements in place. No 
unique or specialized equipment shall be necessary. 
2.020 The configUration shall provide moment of inertia symmetry about orbit plane 
and maximum moment of inertia about axis normal to orbit plane and shall avoid 
persistent gravity gradient torques. 8uildup of stored momentum in the CMG system shall 
be slow enough that the CMG's can be desaturated by orbIt makeup propulsion. 
2.021 The configuration shall provide for subsystem services ,rowth to mee't mission 
needs. 
2.022 The system shall provide a storage and delivery capability for liquid water and 
hydrazine and gaseous N2 and Oz to support the EClS and propulsion subsystems. The 
anticipated storage systems willi support the delivery of atmospheric gases, hydrazine, 
water makeup as required, and orbit makeup propulsion fluids. 
2.023 'The desigil of the fluid storage system will be optimized to meet the design 
requirements of the systems (l.e., pressure, temperature, and configuration). Where! 
storage of cryogenic fluids is required for compactness, subcritical pressures will be the 
design goal. Where liquefied gases are required (l.e., experiments, propulsion, etc.), 
internal components will be employed to meet the low pressure, low weight requirements. 
2.02. The systems design of the fluId storage system shall encompass safety and 
r~1iability margin~ necessary to prevent single point failures and provide emergency fluid 
provisions to life support systems. 
s 
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2.02' Tht; SOC ;hall be operational when It has the capabillty of belnl continUOUllr 
manned. To be operational, the SOC shall have capablUty for environmental control and 
life support, electrical power. stabUization and control, luidance and Raviaatlon, 
communicatlons and trackinl, thermal control. and data manaaement for a period of '0 
days without resupply (with the exceptions noted in requirement 2.102). It. 
2.02' The SOC elements shall be capable of malntaininl orbital altltude and a. ttltode in 
an unmanned mode durl", bate buildup (via Iround control) and .in the ()vent that the SOC 
must be evacuated (also see 2.030 and 2.031). It. 
2.027 Initial module berthing or module transfer between ports shaU be done only when 
the Shuttle Is docked to the SOC. 
2.021 The first service module to be orbited shall provide the followinl 
com munica tions: 
a. telemetry/commands (uplink and downlink,. 
b. metric tracking (GPS); 
e.and when manned; duplex voice links; 
d. communications distribution interfaces. 
Subsequent attached modules can rely on the first module for these communications. 
2.029 The SOC shall provide any necessary interface capabUity with the Orbite~ 
subsystems during orbiter-tended operations (durinl base buUdup). 
2.030 The SOC shall normally fly at an altitude such that its orbit lifetime is ,at least 
90 days without orbit makeup. The orbit makeup propellant quantity onboard stl,aU be 
normally maintained at a level which Is sufficient for '0 days orbit maintenance ,~at the 
designated altitude. Any time these conditions are not satisfied, aU necessary s~~ps to 
correct the situatlon will be taken. . 
2.031 The measure of la5t resort to prevent uncontrolled deorbit shall be a contrQlled 
deorbit. Accordingly, sufficient reserve capacity in the propulsion system shall always be 
maintained to accompJish a deorbit from 200 KM. Reserve capacity includes operable 
thrusters as weil as deorbit propellant. The required delta V is approximately 42m/tee. 
This delta V must be delivered In 20 minutes or less. 
2.032 The design shall permit utilization of element and subsystems in high inclination A 
and geosynchronous orbits. . 
2.3):;- Design for a 10-year operatIonal life with maintenance. A 
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For emergency cOfl(llt'o'-,~, the followinl capabilities shall be provided" 
a. Rescue by the Orbiter within 'Olf hours. (21 days) 
b. Isolation of any module containinl hazardous/toxic m$terials from the 
remaind*", of the SOC within 30 seconds. 
Co Rescue of up to 12 crewmen from the SOC. 
2.102 II' the event of a complete functional loss of anyone module durinl the initial 
buildup phases, the SOC shall maintain ittelf in a stable attitude and orbit for a period of 
21 days for a 4 crew operational capabillty and 90 days, belinninl at any point in the 
resupply cycle, for I crew and larger capability. Habitable conditions such as atmosphere, 
food, water, waste managment, health car." personal hYliene, sleepinl provisions, 
communications, and command/control shall be provided in the remaining modules during 
these periods. 
2.103 In the event of critical onboard subsystems failure, SOC subsystems shall be 
designed to minimize risk of loss of modules, injury to the crew or damage to the Orbiter 
and other vehicles (faU operational/fail safe). 
2.10. All of the systems that incorporate an automated fail operational capability shall 
be designed to provide crew notification and data management system cogn:zance of the 
malfunction until the anomaly has been corrected. 
2.10' The allowabl,.! radiation limits for the crew are Jisted below: 
Radiation Exposure Limits and Exposure Rates Constraints for Unit Reference Risk 
(Rem) 
Bone Marrow 
Constraints in Rem Ucm) 
1 yr avg daily rate 0.2 
3~-day maximum 2' Quarterly maximum 1 3' 
Yearly maximum 7' 
Career limit 400 
Skin 
(0.1 mm) 
0.6 
7' 
10' 
22' 
1200 
Eye 
(3 mm) 
0.3 
37 
'2 
112 
600 
Testes2 
0.1 
13 
18 
38 
200 
1. May be allowed for two consecutive quarters followed by six months of 
restriction from further exposure 'to maintain yearly limit. 
2. These dose and dose rate limits are applicable only where the possibility of 
oligospermia and temporary infertility are to be avoided. For most manned 
space flights, the allowable exposure accumulation to the Germinal Epithelium 
(3 cm) wUI be .. the subject of a risk/gain decision for particular program, 
mission, and individuals concerned. 
Thee exposure limits and exposure rate constraints apply to all sources of radiation 
exposure. In making trade-offs between man-made and natural sources of radiation, 
adequate allowance must be made for the contingency of unexpected exposure. 
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2.106 Radiation doses which affect personnel safety must be considered from all 
sources, including natural environment, external isotope and reactor sources, if any, 
electromagnetic, and IOlar cosmic radiation. 
2.107 No stngle malfunction or credible combination of malfunctions and/or accidents 
shall result in the potential of injury to persoonel or to crew abandonment of the SOC. 
2.101 The SOC shaU, in the following order of preference: (I) be deSigned to eliminate 
hazards by appropriate design measures; (2) prevent hazards through use of safety devices 
or 'features; (3) control hazard$ through use of warn in, devices, special procedures, and 
emergency protection subsystems such as pressure suits, portable oXYlen supply, or escape 
balls. 
2.109 The SOC shall provide the capability for performing critical functions at a 
nominal level with any single component failed or with any portion of a subsystem 
inactivated for maintenance. 
2.1I0 The SOC shall provide the capability to perform critical functions at a reduced 
level with any credible combination of two component failures, or with any credible 
combination of a portion of a subsystem inactivated for maintenance and failure of a 
component in the remaining portion of the subsystem. 
2.111 Ci'pabiHty shall be provided for performing critical functions at any emergency 
level until the affected function can be restored or the crew returned to Earth: 
a. With any one module inactivated or isolated and vacated due to a 
malfunction or accident. 
b. With any credible combination of a subsystem inactivated as a result of an 
accident and a portion of a redundent or back-up system inoperative. 
';~.112 For those malfunctions which may re:ua in time-critical emergenCies, provision 
,~hall be made for the automatic switching to a safe mode of operation and for caution and 
warning of crew members. As a design goal, automated safing and reconfiguration shall 
be adequate for up to 8 hours prior to crew attention. 
2.113 Capability shall be provided for extinguishing any fire in the most severe 
oxidizing environment* prior to failure of primary structural elements. Interior walls and 
secondary strucuture shall be self-extinguishing. 
2.11' AU continuous nonmetallic materials shall be self-e,~tinguishing in the most 
severe oxidizing environment* to which they will be exposed. Mlleans shall be provided for 
fire resistant storage of medical supplies, maintenance supplies, food, tissue, clothing, 
trash, and for other non-self-extinguishing items, where they are in use. 
2.1" Materials used in the habitable areas shall not outgas toxic constituents in the 
lowest pressure-environments to which they will be exposed. 
*The "most severe oxidizing environment" shall be consistent with qualification of 
materials and equipment, e.g., 30c](' oxygen p~rtial pressure for cabin atmosphere. 
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Z.U' Two or more entry/elress paths sized for an EVA-suited crewman with 
emersency lightins shall be provided to and from every pressure lsotable volume (except 
for the LoSistics Modules), The two paths shall be separated by airtilht partition, or shall 
be at least ten feet apart, and shall lead to an area in which the crew can survive until 
shuttle rescue or resupply. In the case of a Loslstics Module or Airlock Module, an 
acceptable mea/"s to rescue crewmen isolated in these modules would be t6 deberth the 
module and move it to another berthins port. A deslsn loal shall be to provide alt~rnate 
escape routes that do not termlnat~ into a common module area • 
2.U7 Provisions shall be made for detect ins, contalnins (i.e., confining), and 
controlllng (i.e., restoring to a safe condition) emergencies such as fires, toxic contamina-
tion, depressurization, structural damage, etc. 
2.111 Potentially explosive containers such as high pressure or volatlle gas storage 
containers shall be placed outside of and as remotely as possible from living and operating 
quarters. Wherever possible, the containers shall be isolated and protected so that failure 
of one will not propagate to others. 
2.119 Redundant equipment, llnes, cables, and utllity runs which are critical for safety 
of perSQonel or continued facility operation shall be routed in separate compartments 
(i.e., separated by a structural wall) or protected asainst fire, smoke, contamination, 
overpressurlzation, and shrapnel. 
2.120 As a goal, all walls, bulkheads, hatches, and seals whose integrity is required to 
maintain pressurization shall be accessible for inspection, maintenan~e, or repair by shirt-
sleeved crewmen. 
2.121 Inspection, m;}\ntenance, and repair of docking assembly mechanisms by 
shirtsleeved crewmen shall be provided. 
2.122 Deployment and initiation of operations considered hazardous shall be checked 
out from a safe location bef,ore exposing Cl'ewmen to potential hazards. 
2.123 All EVA shall be conducted either using the ''buddy'' system or within continuous 
It. 
visual contact via direct vision through a window or via closed circuit television. A 
2.12t Provisions shall be made to retum crewmen to the SOC who are incapacitated 
while performing EVA. 
2.12' Provisions shall be made for the containment and/or disposal of toxic 
contaminants. 
2.126 Hazardous or toxic fiuid storage, conduits, and interconnects between modules 
shall be external to the pressurized volume. An exception may be made for flammable 
but non-toxic gases where the maximum possible quantity released by a leak cannot result 
in a flammable mixture. 
2.127 All cabin pressure vessels shall be designed to leak-before-rupture criteria. A 
cabin wall puncture due to accident or collision shall not result 1n rupture. 
2.121 The SOC (during buildup/pre manning) shall be capable of being manned 
(shirtsleeve or IV A) for performance of maintenance and station assembly tasks following 
anyone component failure. 
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2.129 Equipment or materlall senlltlve to contamm.tion shall be hal)dled in a 
controlled environment. Fluids and materials shall be compatible with ~i combined 
environment in which they are empto)'ed. Procell specifications shall be formulated to 
prescribed hand Una and application methods. 
2.UO Conservative factors of safety shall be provided where critical si",1e failure 
point modes of operation cannot be eliminated (pressure vessels, prelsure lines. valves, 
etc.). 
Pressurized lines and fittings 
Size (I. D.) .. 
1.' 1.' 
Ult. Factor of Safety 
'.0 
2.0 
Valves, Regulators, other pressurized components shaU have an ultimate factor 
of safety of 2.'. 
2.131 Subsystem or component failures shall not propagat. sequentially. Equipment 
shall be designed to be fail operational/fail safe. 
2.132 The SOC shall have capability to provide crew warni", of hazardous conditions 
and provisions for corrective action, emergency crew egress/escape or rescue, or mission 
termination. 
2.133 Provisions shall be made to prevent hazardous accumulations of gases or Uquids 
in SOC (i.e., toxic, explosive, flammable, or corrosive). Detection. of hazardous lases 
shall be required in critical areas and closed compartments to insure no hazardous condi-
tions exist. 
2.1" SOC drains, vents. and exhaust ports shall prevent exhaust fluids, lases, or 
flames from creating hazards to personnel, vehicle, or equipment. 
2.13' SOC subsystems shall be desilned to prevent inadvertent or accidental activation 
or deactivation of safety-critical functions or eqUipment which would be hazardous to' 
personnel or SOC. 
2.136 SOC batteries shall be isolated and/or provided with safety ventinl systems 
and/or explosion protection. 
2.137 Pressure vessels shall be protected against overpressurization or 
underpressurization which could be hazardous to personnel or SOC. 
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2.200 MAINTAINABILITY R!QUIUMI!NTS 
2.201 Maintenance and repair shall be performed on-orbit to the LRU level. 
2.202 Onboard systems will be provided for checkout, monitori"" warni"" and fault 
isolation to a level consistent 'Yith safety and with the in-orbit maintenance and repair 
approach selected. Emerlency control and repair of failure or damale wlU also be 
provided. As. loal, the overall operations will not be substantially dearaded by selected 
repair modes. 
2.20' Individual subsystems in the SOC shall provide for fault isolation and subsystem 
checkout. Onboard checkout shall be automated throuah the data manqement system 
and fault isolation and subsystem checkout wm be performed inflilht. 
2.* Subsystem design shaH include a built-in-test (BIT) capability to facilitate 
detection and reporting of functional discrepancies. As a minimum, this BIT capability 
shall enable failure detection at a functional path level infUlht aloOl with fault isolation. 
BIT will be implemented by utilizing continuously-monitori", built-In-test equipment 
(BITE), self-test circuitry (self-tesd, and by providing adequate test point information at 
the electrical interfaces. BITE shall be provided for aU time-critical equipment. 
2.20' Subsystems equipment shall be removable or replaceable by using 
instaUation-handl101 devices and an onboard tool kit. The interconnecti", plumbi", and 
wire runs shall have suitable attachment, lenlth, and mountln& characteristics to 
facilitate temoval/replacement. 
2.206 Onboard checkout shall be used to isolate faults to specific modularized 
subsystems. These subsystems, similar to the line-replaceable units in the Orbiter, may 
be further subdivided lnto submodule units, which can be isolated and replaced either as 
an LRU or at the workbench level of maintenance. 
2.207 Data for lon& trend analysis for failure prediction shall be provided through the 
data management system for transmission to the ground. Advisory information shall be 
provided t.) the crew for possible unscheduled maintenance. 
2.201 Critical subsystems shall be designed to fail-operational. Non-critical systems 
shalll)e desilned to fail-operational or fail-safe such that maintenance and repair can be 
scheduled within the constraints of other high priority crew activities. 
2.209 As a design goal, all failures or damage (including structural) sha~ b4! repairable. 
Failure or damage events with an expected occurrence rate less than 10" per year shall 
be considered "exceptional" and may empl()y exceptlonal repair measures such as 
temporary interruption of normal SOC operations or temporar)' depressurizational 
deactivation of a module. The aggregate expectation of any exceptional repair or 
maintenance activity due to all causes shall be less than 10-1 per year. 
2.210 AU critical life limited components and subsystems shall be designed to allow 
ground and on-orbit inspection/monitoring. 
2.211 Loss of redundancy for critical functions shall be detectable automatically by 
the data management subsystem and the crew via caution and warning system alert 
signals. 
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2.JOO IWJAIILITY IU!QUIR!II!NTS 
2.]01 The redundancy requirements for aU SOC lUbsystems (hcept primary structure 
and pressure venels) shalt be established on an individual whlrstem basis, but shall not be 
less than faU-safe durl .. aU misSion phaleS, 
The Items not meeti.,. the faU-safe redundancy requirements shaU be identified in an 
Individual SOC critical items Ust. 
The primary structure and preuure ves,AlJI sublystems shall be dellaned to preclude 
failure by Ule of adequate deslan safety,/factors, relief prOVilions, fracture control, or 
safe Ilfe and/or f.ll-Iafe characteristics. 
2.]02 System and sublystem rellabUity shall be hlah enouah that maintenance 
activities do not place excessive demands on crew time. As a provisional desAsn loal, the 
crew time devoted to all scheduled maintenance and repairactlvltles wUl not exceed an 
averaae of ~ person-shift per day. 
2.'0' System and subsystem reliability shall be hlah enoulh that equipment outases, 
spares storage, and spares resupply .do not impole si&nificant penaltiel on SOC operations. 
Provisionalaoals are: 
o Interruption of routine operations due to scheduled equipment maintenance 
shall be 096 of the time 
o Onboard spares volume (excludes minion-related spares, such as OTV 
spares): less than 1096 of the volume of SOC subsystems and equipment 
o Spares resupply mass & volume: less than 1096 of consumables resupply 
mass &- volume. 
2._ Critical functions (i.e. those related to crew safety or SOC permanence) shall 
have backup or work around modes whenever possible. 
2.30' Redundant functional paths or subsystems shall be desianed so that their 
operational status can be verified without removal of LRU·s. In addition; these redundant 
functional paths of subsystems shall be desianed so that their operational .status can be 
verified in fllaht to the maximum extent poS3ible, As a minimum, these shall provide 
capability for redundancy manaaement in the event of a malfunction of a functional path 
and shall provide information to the crew r-Sardina redundancy status of the affected 
system sufficient to determine if a failure OCCUfl'ed. Critical redundant items whose 
failure cannot be detected durina fli&ht shall be identified in the individual SOC critical 
items Ust. Redundancies wit"in a ,functional path shall be so designed that their 
operational status can be verified prior to each installation into the vehicle. 
2.306 Alternate or redundant means of perfo('mina a critical function shall be 
physically separated or protected at least to the extent of separating the first means from 
the second means, such that an event which causes the loss of one means of performing 
the function wlll not result in the loss of alternate or" redundAnt means. 
2.307 Redundant components susceptible to similar contamination or environmental 
failure causes such as shock, vibration, acceleration or heat loads shall be physically 
oriented or separated to reduce the chance of multiple failure from the same cause(s). 
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2.]01 Isolation of anomalies or critical functions shall ~ provided such that a faulty 
subsystem element can be deactivated either automatically or manually without disrup-
tinS or interrupti .. alternate or redundant functionai paths. Capability to fault .. llOlate 
to the line replaceable unit or sroup of units without disconnections or use of carry-on 
equipment, shall be provided. 
2.M Provisions shall be made for armins explosive devices as near to th(t time of 
eJCpected use as is feasible. Provisions shall be m.de to promptly disarm explosive devices 
when no lonser needed. 
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3.001/\ Service Module thall be the first SOC module dellvered to LBO. 
3.002 The Servic., Modules shall be prellUrizable modules. 
'.003 Each of the Service Moduleslhalllncorporate at least e.M berthinl ports and 1 
docking port. The dockl ... port shall .,. located 10 that the Orbiter can dock or berth t8 
this r.Sition with tall clearance under maximum dockinl m1sal1ln"",nt conditions (6 
pitch. 
'.00. The followl", elements/subsysteml shall .,. attached to the exterior of the 
service modules: 
a. Solar array boom (with antennas/electronics, RCS, electronics r~1ators, and 
solar array attached) 
b. ~ storage 
c. N2 storage 
d. Hydrazlne storage 
e. Battery storage 
f. Handling fixtures 
3.00' The elements/subsystems to be atta.ched to the interior of the ~rvlce module 
shall take into account the habltablUty requirements cited in Requirement 2.102. 
3.006 The service modules shall be designed with hlibltablllty provisions such that A 
permanently-manned SOC operations with up to four crew can be initiated with Qnly the 
two service modules in orbit. 
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'.101 The interior deliln/interior archite(':ture of the SOC-especially the Habitat 
Modulel-shaU utll1ze the principlel of architecture and Interior delian to maximl~e the 
habitabUlty (UvabUlty) of the interior space. Such princlplel shall be applied In the 
interior layout and arranlement and the detail deliln, in all alpeCtl, to increase the 
apparent lize of the spaces, provide sensory stimulus, spatial variety, kinelthet,l,c 
invol'lf!ment, etc. 
'~102 The SOC shill have windows In all Habitat Modules that provide view1n1 of both 
space and Earth. 
'.10) The SOC shall provide private sleepinl q\arters for the "ominal crew of eight 
crewmen. 
'.10. The sleepinl quarters provided for each of the normal SOC crew .... 11 be 
basically equal, thoulh not necessarily identical. 
'.10' The layout, fumishinas, color schemel, I1lhtinl, air conditionlna, nOise, 
contamination and odor control, traffic flow prOVisions, and variety of public anCt private 
spaces shaU be consistent with lood architectural/spacecraft desiln. 
'.106 Personal hYliene system-The SOC will provide adequate, private facilities for 
washinlin each Habitat Module. A shower shall be provided. 
'.107 Waste manalement system-The SOC wlU provide adequate, private facUities for 
feces, urine and vomitus collection and disposal in each Habitat Module. 
'.101 Pood system-Dininl facilities shall provide for feed ina at least four crewpersons 
(and a maximum of eilht) at one sittinl' 
A. food system will be provided which optimizes crew acceptabllity and palatability. To 
accomplish this, the system shall include the possibility of lncorporatinl frQzen, retorted, 
and dehydrated food 'terns. Bulk packal1nl of food items to support cafeteria style food 
service wUl be provided. This wlll be supplemented with a fast food type operat1on for 
snack and lunch items, includinl beverales, and be avallable on a cont1nuous bl\sis. Ease of 
food preparation and cleanup is essential. 
The followinl equipment is required: 
a. Preezers (_lOOp) and refrilerators (400 p). 
b. Oven. 
c. Dishwasher. 
d. Food preparation and servina equipment, 1.e., trays, tables, dispensers for 
beverales. etc. 
e. Capability for Irowlnl fresh salad Ireens (should be considered but not 
necessary for initial SOC). 
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1. Trash manqement-A trash COmpKtor shall h2 proyick!d, Thil wlll be used ff;M' 
compactinl food-related and other trash. SultabJepadcaainc and I~or .. e for compacted 
waste shall be provided. Disinfectir)& and bacteria retArdina must be conJldered. 
I. Hot water supply .. l"OoF 
h. Cold water supply .. ",oF 
1. CapabiUty for baldnl bread itemlshould be conlidered but is not a require-
ment for the oper311ooal SOC • 
•• 109 $leepinl quarters-individual private sleepi", quarters aha!! be provided for each 
crewmember. These facUlties will be sized to allow doubUnl up durlna crew chanseover or 
contingency operations. Adequate personal stowale shall be provided In the quarters for the 
crewmember's ~rsonal clothina and equipment • 
•• 110 Exercise/recreational facUities-Proyide adequate exerci_ equipment facUlties to 
maintain the physical well being of aU crewmembers. Recreational facilities for off-duty 
cv::t\'dtles shall be provided. 
'.111 Housekeeping/laundry system-Each Habitat Module shal1 provide adequate 
equipment and waste stowqe volume to provide for the cleanliness of the area. Vacuum 
cleaners and cleansing materials will be provided to permit the crewmembers to maintftin 
the necessary levels of cleanliness in the habitability module. Provisions w!l1 be made to 
provide for cleansing which includes microbial control of all pressurized volumes. Laundry 
faciUties will be provided for washing and drying clothinl. 
'.112 Stowage system--In general, the stowqe system shall provide adequate stowage 
volume ,for aU necessary items, provisions, consumables, spares, etc., necessary to the 
operation of the SOC and its functions. The varioul iteml shall be stowed as convenient to 
their use location as is practical. The capability of monitoring the stowage inventory and 
use rate shall be provided. 
,.113 Command control center-The SOC shaJJ have command/control facilities adequate 
to perform the mission functions of the SOC. Adequate backup facilitAes shall be provided 
for contingency operations. Two work stations shall be located in each command center. 
The command center shall be located such t"'·t direct view over the top of an adjacent 
module can be provide~ ~or viewing outside opL~tions. 
~.11' Reserved. 
".11' Nolse-The SOC shall provide noise attenuation to maintain noise levels consistent 
with design criteria as specified in NASA SP·1006 "Bioastronautics Handbook". 
'.116 Minimal accommodation to be provided in each Habitat module for degraded or 
emergency condi'tions shall include the following: 
a. sleep restraints for e-ltht people 
b. contingency rations (see next requirement) 
c. full (drinking and food reconstitution) water ration 
d. exercise equipment 
e. health care 
f. working provisions (doing repair work)-regular work can be suspended until 
emergency or degraded condition is solved. 
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waste manalement 
personal hygiene (except showers) 
t.117 Food manaaement-
a. Normal ratioos 
• 3.6 lb/man-day of melf-stable fCl~ (includes food, water in the food, and 
the packaging) 
1.0.lb/mM-day of frozen food (includes the food, water In food, and the 
packaging). 
,., Ibs of water/man-day 0.' Ib man-day for drinking, If.O lb/man-day 
for f~rehydration) 
10 Ib/ft3 for refrlgerated/fruj;~n food I If Ib/ft for melf-stored food 
b. Contingency rations 
Contingency rations shall be the same food as used for normal rations, 
only less quantity per person per day wlU be allocated (see below). 
2.0' lb/man-day (shelf stable) for 90 days 
,., lbs of watEr/man-day 
~. Food storage shall be distributed between the pressurized modules such that 
there will always be sufficient contingency food available if one food storage location is 
evacuated and resupply is not available for 90 days. Food stored in the vacated module shall 
uot be considered to be available. 
'.111 Floors, walls, and ceilings shall primarily be smooth surfaced with a minimum of 
cracks and crevices to provide a g\JOd working surface for suction-cup shoes and to support 
ease of cieaning and to reduce dirt and microbial buildyp. 
t.119 The Habitat Module shall accommod,..ti! experimental equipment and experiments 
on a space-available basis. Such equipment anc'j experiments shall conform to all SOC safety 
requirements. 
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4.200 HEALTH MAINTENANCE 
4.201 Crew medical training-At least one crewman shall have extensive medical 
training, or actually be a physician. At least a second crewman should have 100 hoiJrs of 
medical training. 
'.202 Medical diagnosis-The SOC health care facility shall have appropriate 
diagnostic equipment and a programmed medical diagnosis logic scheme. The interface 
would be accomplished on a CRT display and the program will include a broad spectrum of 
the most anticipated medical conditions. 
4 .. 203 Medical treatment-SOC will have a program treatment logic scheme which will 
follow the diagnosis. These treatment modalities will cover the broad spectrum of the 
most common treatment approaches. Drugs and medications will be similar to the Space 
Shuttle Medical Systems (SOMS-A and SOMS-B) but with appropriate changes in medical 
supplies and equipment based on anticipated medical condition! and requirements • 
•• ~ Dental treatment-The dental treatment capability w111 be similar to that which 
was used in Skylat-, That capability was all inclusive for dental problems. The prime 
medical crewman will need training in extractions, temporary fillings, and dental pain 
suppression. 
'.20' Surgery-Provide facilities for the treatment of fractures, and minor trauma and 
stabilization of patients with major trauma for extended periods of time. The ability to 
administer general anesthesia will be required. In addition, surgery on SOC will include 
incision and drainage of a wound and other procedures which do not require an elaborate 
sterile field. Provisions will be implemented to contain and control Mdy fluids, including 
blood, urine, feces, and vomitus. A method, and the equipment tb sterilize surgical 
instruments, should also be provided. 
'.206 Stabilization-A crewman who ilecomes ill or injured may have to be transferred 
back to Earth for final treatment. While he waits for transport~tion, he may require 
medical monitoring and stabilization with a variety of life support sYitems. Such systems 
should be included in the SOC health care facility and may be located in the treatment 
area. 
4.207 Monitoring-The SOC will have equipment to monitor vital signs, and will have 
the capability to transmit cardiac rhythm to the ground as needed. 
4.201 Communicati(JOs-A downlink ~ystem of communications will include image 
transmission so that the onboard medical crewmen may show images of an injured 
crewman, microscope slides, or X-ray ima~es while he is in consultation with the ground 
physician., 
4.209 Equipment maintenance-During the course of an extended mission such as SOC, 
there will undoubtedly be equipment failures and instances where it becomes desirable to 
change or add to the equipment onboard.. It is expected that a crewman wiil be trained in 
making necessary repairs and maintenance on medical equipment. Equipment :should be 
self-diagnosing via microprocessors and modular construction. 
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'~210 Medical records and data-The Health\ Maintenance facility shall contain 
computer storage capability for biomedical data. SUCh a computer will provide immediate 
accessibility of medical records on each of the CI'4,wmen. In addition, it will serve as 
input by the medical crewmen of all significant physiological data obtained on the 
crewmen on a daily basis. This computer will also receive and analyze data obtained from 
any biomedical experimentation being carried out during the mission. Downlink and uplink 
communications will be provided. 
'.211 The following medical equipment shall be provided: 
a. Computer-The purpor;e of the computer will be for storage of diagnostic 
and treatment program, medical records, and treatment data. Data 
retrieval will be accomplished by CRT or similar terminal onboard or from 
the ground. Hard copy output shall be available at the discretion of the 
operator. It is possible to share a computer with other onboard systems if 
the computer will be available at any time, and a terminal is located in the 
HMF. Distributed processing shall ~ considered to avoid single point 
failures. 
b. Diagnostic equipment-
1. Portable diagnostic imaging device (e.g., X-rays, computerized 
tomography, radionuclide imaging, ultrasound) 
2. Microscope-(Research grade medical) 
3. State-of-the-art clinical laboratory equipment for analyses of micro-
biology, serology, hematology, clinical chemistry, and immunology 
e. Medieations-
d. Surgical equipment-(specific instruments T8D) 
e. Dental equipment-(similar to the equipment used in Skylab Dental Kit) 
f. Electrodiagnostic and monitoring equipment-This will include EEG, EMG, 
ENG and EKG leads, an automatic blood pressure recorder, and tempera-
ture probes. 
g. Medical suction device-(for the aspiration of blood p.-nd body fluids) 
h. Respirator-synchronized 
i. Defibrillator-
j. Airway maintenance equipment-(laryngoscope, endotracheal tubes, and 
adaptors for the respirator.) (The suction cup apparatus will be used in 
support of airway maintenance.) 
k. Restrai~t systems-(Special quick-release restraint systems. Such 
restraints would be used by both a treating medical crewman as well as 011 
the injured or ill crewman.) 
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1. IV fluid system-(need a nominal amount of .approximately 20 liters of 
intravenous solution. In addition, there will be need for 2 or 3 devices 
which would be used in the effective administration of IV fluids in 
weightlessness) 
m. Laminar flow workbench-(to examine growth plates, plate microbial 
specimens, obtain blood and urine specimens after they have been centri-
fuged, etc.) 
n. Cardiovascular Countermeasures-
1f.212 Equipment and procedures shall be provided for environment.l monitoring of the 
following: 
a. Ail' samples for anomalies and toxic substanc~s 
b. Light, ooise, and heat 
c. Radiation from natural sources and from radioactive substances used in 
medical diagnostic procedures 
d. Trade gasses 
e. Radiological waste 
f. Microbiological organism buildup 
'.213 Provisions shall be made for providing a low noise environment in the HMF to 
facilitate acoustically coupled diagnostic procedures, e.g. ausculation. Sound level is not 
to exceed NC3'.* 
4.21' Equipment and procedures shall be provided for maint'!nance of crew physical 
fitness quantifiably. 
1f.21.5 Biologically contaminated waste material shall be disinfected as close as poSSiDie 
to its source prior to storage, processing, or disposal. 
1f.216 Provisions shall be made to utilize one of the EVA air locks as a hyperbaric 
chamt)er for treating decompression sickness. This chamber shall be capable of being 
presS:Jrized to 4' psi. This chamber must be large enough for the injured crewman, a 
medical attendant, and suitable monitoring equipment. 
* Noise Criteria Curve 3', Modified - 8ERANDIL, 1960. 
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'.000 LOGISnc5 MODULES 
'.001 The LM shall bf:rth to dedicated bert hi", ports. 
'.002 The LM shall incorporate provisions for transporting and storing the following 
items: 
o Shelf stable f\)O(i 
o Frozen food 
o Personal gear. clothing, etc. 
o ECLS supplies 
o EVA supplies 
o hydrazine 
o ship stores, maintenance, housekeeping supplies 
o SOC spares 
o water 
192 ft' 
,.0 ft' 
10,. ft' 
11.1 ft~ 
10,.2lV 
242 ft ... 
61.4 ft' 2' ft' 
141.' ft' 
'.003 The water and hydrazine shall be stored in an unpressurized area. All other items 
must be contained in a pressurizable volume. 
'.00. Umbilical provisions must be incorporated for transfering the water and hydrazine 
into the SOC systems. 
'.00' Transfer of all items stowed in the pressurized volume shall be via hand-carrying. 
'.006 In the event a crewman is isolated in a LM due to the isolation of a SM, a suitable 
rescue mode would be to move the lM to another berthing port. 
'.007 A portabl«:= oxygen supply and a flashlite shall be provIded for use in the emergency 
mode described in '.006. 
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6.000 DOCKING TUNNa 
'.001 Shall be structurally simUar to the Service Modules. 
'.002 Provl~e an IVA patl) between the 2 Habitat Modules. 
6.00' Provide 2 Orbiter dock!", ports. 
'.00. Provide structural attachment points for pieri and tracks. 
'.00' Provide 7 bert hi", ports. 
6.006 Provide a bench test facUity within the preuurized volume, for subsystems 
servicing. 
6.007 Provide 2 umbilical stations. 
6.001 Provide a cherrypicker recharge station. 
'.009 Provide 2 statIons for connectIng portable externalllghtl", systems. 
6.010 Provide thermal ventilation units. 
6.0U ProvIde an intercomm station. 
: ~ 
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7.000 SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
7.100 STRUCTURES 
7.101 All major load-carrying structures of the structuralsubsysteml shall be designed 
to a safe life of a minimum ten years in orbit. Life limitations shall be identified. 
7.102 As a goal, fail-safe de~ign concepts shall be applied to all critical structure so 
that failure of a single structural member shall not degrade the strength or stiffness of 
the structure to the extent that the crew is in immediate jeopardy. 
7.103 The structure shall be designed to resist damage resulting from accidental 
impact during crew activities. 
7.10. The design of the pressure shell and other critical structural members shall 
facilitate m~.intenance and repair. This includes the use of smooth surfaces, minimum 
crevices, and general accessibill ty. 
7.10' Safety factors used for structural design shall be consistent with those currently 
used for manned operations. 
Strength 
Ultimate 
Yield 
CrE~ep-rupture 
Fall Safe Structure 
A factor of safety of 1.' shall be applied to the ultimate 
strength for unpressurized structure and 2.0 for pressurized 
structure. 
A factor of $8fety of 1.1 shall be applied to the yield strength 
for unpressurized structure and IS for pressurized structure. 
The creep-rupture design life of all pressure vessels shall be 
greater than '0 years. 
- Th~ strUci'Ur"'e shall be designed so that any credible failure mode in the 
structure shall not result in a catastrophic failure. Specifically, cabin 
pressure vessels shall be designed to leak-be fore-rupture criteria, and shall 
not rupture as a result of accidents or collision. 
W.indows 
- Ultimate Factor of safety greater than 3.0 (never less than 1.' at any 
time during life). 
Redundant Panes. 
7.106 Meteoroid and debris protection shall be provided by the SOC ~~esign consistent 
with the meteoroid flux given in TM X-'386', second edition, dated Au&ust 1970, and the 
1980 extrapolated man-made debris flux at the selected SOC altitude. 
7.107 DynamiC isolation js required for rotating machinery. 
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7.200 ELECTRICAL POWER 
7.201 Electrical enerlY may be provided by photovoltaic solar arrays, fuel cells, and 
batteries. Minimum averase load electrical power requirements Is '0 kw at the load bus, 
averaged over a 2"-hour period. EnerlY storage for eclipsed (dark side) powerlUpply $haU 
be by batteries and/or resenerative fuel cells or eneray-momentum whnfs whose enerlY 
is restored from the solar arrays durinl lieht-side operation. 
7.202 As a loal, solar cell arrays shall have a clear unobstructed view of the IOn to 
preclude partial shadow ina of their surfaces. The arrays shall be des1&ned to provide 
adequate power under any partially-shadov.'ed conditions that cannot reasonably be 
avoided and to preclude shadow-Induced damase. 
7.203 Emerlency power shall be provided for pressurizable volumes for crew survival 
up to a minimum of .50" hours in LEO. 
1.~ The selected EPS shall accommodate the capability for Irowth Includlnl both 
conflsuration compatibility and electrical compatibility. 
7.20' The EPS shall, as a whole, have a maintained lifetime of not l«t~ than ten years. 
however, elements of the EPS may be replaced in total or in modular form for 
maintenance or for Irowth. As a design goal, during this malntenance or uprating period, 
the required electrical power levels will be sustained without interruption. 
7.206 The electrical subsystem shall provide circuit protection devices for all power 
equipment and station distribution wiring. Redundant circuits shall be isolated. Switchinl 
to supply load busses from any source avallable shall be included. 
7.201 Standard electrical interfaces shall be provided for p(lwer transfer between 
modules and other attachable elements requirinl a power transfer interface with the SOC. 
7.201 The electrical subsystem shall provide both dc and ac service to users (mission 
hardware, transportation systems, etc.) as follows: 
DC Power 
AC Power 
- 120Vdc on solar array voltase, 28Vdc relulated, TBD 
voltale for battery charliilg. 
- lU/200 Vac, '-phase, 400 Hz, TBD KVAt 
7.209 Conversion devices shall be provided for the followinl: 
Regulators ~ Convert 120Vdc to relulated 28Vdc nominal. 
Battery Chargers .. Convert 120Vdc to TBD output 
Inverters .. Invert 120Vdc or 28Vdc to lU/20Q, )-phase, "00 Hz, TeO 
power. 
7.210 Controls shall be provided for main ~()nnect/disconnect to solar arrays, dc and ac 
loads, and redundancy. Controls shaUlimit/rninimize transients and may be performed by 
a computer. 
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7.211 Compartment gases and prellures shall not be hazardous to the electri<:al power 
system components so as to cause corrosion, deterioration, or corona. The electrical 
system shall be designed to be compatible with the SOC environments anet outlallinl 
products. 
7.212 Critical loads shall be provided with emerlency power in the event of a power A 
system failure. Emersency batteries s~all be employed to maintain criticallilhting, data 
management, and communications functions in the event 9f an unexpected complete 
outage of the primary power system. Use of emergency batteries for extended periods is 
imprac'tical. Therefore, the primary power system shall be designed to provide at least 
half its normal output under any credible emerg~ncy conditions. 
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7.lOO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIPE SUPPORT (Ea.S) 
1.301 The EeLS system shall control the SOC pressurized environment to the V,,~,al 
indicated In table 1. 
7.302 The EeLS wUl use regeneratIve concepts to minimize the relupply pen~ty of 
expendables. Table 2 defines the EeLS nominal design loads. Peak loads nQt list,~d are 
TBD. 
7.303 The cabin 02 shalt be supplied by electrolysis of water. 
7.3OIf Nitrogen s.hall be supplied by catalytic reduction of hydrazine or from cryogenic A 
nitrogen storage in the logistics module. 
7.30' Oxygen shall be reclaimed from the e02 by a CO2 reduction process. 
7 • .106 A regenerative CO2 removal system which concentrates the e02 for further processing shall be provided. 
7.307 Contingency repressurization gas shall be provided to repressurize either Habitat 
Module one time or any normally pressurized module independent of any other module. 
COhtlngency repressurization gas shal,l be resuppHable as necessary by normal crew 
rotation and resupply operations. 
7.301 Urine shall be processed by a concept incorporating a phase change to produce 
water that is acceptrJJle for water electrolysis and is potable. 
7.309 Wash water and humidity condensate mayor may not be processed by a phase 
change c1)ncept, but must be adequately processed to ensure sterility and suitability as 
body cle.ansing water. . 
7.310 The ECLS system temperature control shall maintain any selected temperature, 
,±20 F, between the values indicated in Table 1 within the heating or cooling capacity of 
the system. When heating or cooling loads arlit higt"the extreme range of temperatures 
shown in Table 1 are allowed. 
7.311 Provisions will be made to prevent objectionable and noxious odors emitted in 
any location from being transmitted to any habitable location in the SOC. 
7.312 The atmospheric constituents, including harmful airborne trace contaminants and 
odors, will be monitored and controlled in eae'n pressurized habitable volume. 
7.313 As a design goal, atmospheric leakage of each module l~hOuld be less than 0.' 
Iblday with a maximum of 'Ib/da), for the SOC pre"urized volum~. 
7.31" Overboard gas venting is permi;tted. Vents shall be nonpropulsive. 
7.3U Particulate matter filtra.tion shall be provided in the ECLS for removal of 
particles above 300 micron size. 
1.316 The concentration of microbial count in the environment of each of the 
pressurized compartments containing crew quarters, process laboratories, or experimental 
facilities shall be monitorftd and controlled. 
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TABLEt 
I!CLS Pl!RPORMANC! UQUJRl!M!NTS 
90 Day 
P .... meter Un1ts Operat .... ~Ie· 
CO2 Partial Pressure mmHG 3.1 max 7.6 max 
Temperature of "-7' 60-1' 
4*Dew Point 
of Temperature If 0-60 :"-70 
Ventilation ft/min 1'-"0 10-100 
Wash Water lb/man day If 0 min 20 min 
Po~able Water lb/man day 
***O~ Partial 
Press e psia 2.73-2.93 2.66-3.0.5 
Total Pressure psia 11.1:!:. .2 11.1 + ." 
Trace Contaminants * ••• 21f hr. •••• 8 hr. 
indo st'd. indo st'd. 
Maximum Crew Number per SOC 8 a 
Maximum Crew Number per Habitat If a 
Module 
• Acceptable level is adequate to meet a "faU operational" reliabillty criteria. 
**In no case shall relative humidities exceed the range of 2'-7'96. 
.' •• In no case shall the O2 partial pressure exceed 2'.996 or be below 2.3 pslat 
•••• hr. 1" i. st'd. = hour industrial standard. 
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I!meqenc.y 
12 max 
60-90 
30-7' 
'-200 
0 
2.30-3.0' 
9.0-14.7 
• •• *8 hr • 
indo st'd. 
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TABLE 2 
eeLS Dl!SlGN AYl!RAGe LOADS 
Metabolic 02 1.1. lb/man day 
Leakaze '.00 lb/day total SOC 
EVA 02 1.22 Ib/l hr EVA 
EVA CO2 1 •• llb/l hr EVA 
Metabolic CO2 2.20 Ib/man day 
Drink H2O ".091b/man day 
Food preparation H2O 1.'llb/man day 
Metabolic H20 production 0.76 Ib/man day 
Clothes wash H2O 27.'0 lb/man day 
Hand wash H2O 1f.00 Ib/man day 
Shower H2O 8.00 lb/man day 
EVA H2O 9.68 Ib/8 hr EVA 
Perspiration and respiration H2O 1f.02 Ib/man day 
(total condensate) 
Urine H2O 3.31 Ib/man day 
Food solids 1.60lb/man day 
Food H2O 1.10 Ib/man day 
Urine 30lids 0.13 lb/man day 
Fecal solids 0.07 Ib/man day 
Sweat solids 0.04 Ib/man day 
E V A wastewater 2.00 Ib/l hr EVA 
Charcoal required 0.13 Ib/man day 
Metabolic sensible heat 7000 BTU/man day 
Hygiene latent H2O 0.96 Ib/man day 
Food preparation latent H2O 0.06 Ib/man day 
Experiments latent H2O 1.00Ib/day 
Laundry latent H2O 0.13 Ib/man day 
Wash H20 solids 0."496 
Shower /hand wash H20 solids 0.1296 
Vehicle heat leak and non-ECLS 
thermal loads TBD 
Air lock gas IGSS 2.401b/EVA 
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PEAK VALUES 
'.6' Ib/man day 
3.19 tb/l hr EVA 
3.11lb/l hr EVA 
••• 1 Ib/man day 
A 
A 
'.12 lb/man day 
1.,000 BTU/man day 
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7.'17 Capability shall exist for dumpl,. module(s) atmotphere overboard In the event 
of module contamination or fire. 
7.311 Crew related consumable resupply shall be Ilzed for 90 d&ys based on the 2.-hour 
nominal man use rate. A 90 .. y reserve of consumablea shall be provided .ainst th. 
possiblllty thAt the normal relUpply cycle !sinterrupted • 
. 
7.31' The hydrolen contained in the EeLS subsystems shall not CAUse an explosive 
hazard if suddenly leaked into the cabin atmoaphere. 
7.'20 ECLS subsystems usi,. or produc1na hydrosen shall preferably be locattd in the 
service module. Passq hydrosen lines throuah dodd", or berthq interfacf:s shall be 
avoided al a delil" loal. 
7.'21 The EeLS system shall be desllned 10 that major power conlUmin& subsystems 
will use their maximum power draw on the 11&ht side of the orbit. 
7.'22 10K" of electrical power shall be provided to the pressurized emerlency 
habitation volumes for crew survival up to a minimum of 21 days In LEO. 
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7.,00 EXTRAVEHICULAR Acnvmes (EVA) 
7 • .01 The maximun1 EVA duration w11l be eilht IK'lUrs/crewman/211-hour day. This 1 
hours is in addition to 30 minutes each of pre- and post.~EV A operations (suit cIonnlna/doff-ins, airlock lnaress/elress). 
7 • .02 EVA consumable makeup resupply capabl11ty shaU be based on 211 ellht-hour 
EV A's per week as a minimum. Backpack recharae O2 Ihall be suppUed by the electrolysis 
of wa.ter. 
7.'03 No ''pre-breathe" shall be required before EVA. EVA suit pressure wlU be '.7' 
psia pure oxygen. 
7.'Ot The SOC shall proVide two EVA air locks. (The orbiter airlock is a satisfactory 
configuration,) 
7.'0' The capability for a variable controlled rate of depressur1zation and 
repressurization of the EVA air locks is required. The nominal rate Is not to exceed 0.1 
psi/sec. The emerlency rapid depressurization and repreuurization is not to exceed 1 
psi/sec. Depressurization control should be possible from inside and outside the SOC as 
weJl as from inside the airlock. Repressurization contrCll shall be possible from both 
inside the SOC and inside the airlock. Life support umbillcal connectors shall be available 
outside the airlock. 
7.'06 A capability to save airlock gas shall be provided. The resultant pump down 
pressure shall be 2.0 psia or less and shall take no longer than l' minutes. A capablllty 
for using the airlock as a hyperbaric chamber at 3 atmospheres and operating the airlock 
without the pumping system for emergency EV A/IV A shall be provlded. 
7.'07 Provisions for EVA preparation, EVA equipment storage, rect-.arge, checkout, 
maintenance and post-EVA activities shall be made in the airlock or in an adjacent 
pressurized compartment. 
7.'01 A window shall be placed close to the airl~ks to allow an obHrver to have visual 
contact with an EVA astronaut immediately after he has left the airlock. 
7.'09 Voice communications and visual surveillance of EVA crew shaU be provided. 
7.'10 Translation means will include hand raUs/hand holds and by MMU. 
7.'11 Hand holds, hand rails, and restraint attach points must be provided along all 
EV A routes and at each EVA hatch. 
7.'12 Locomotion, restraint devices and portable EVA workstations will be included in 
the external SOC design. 
7.'13 EVA shall consider use of: 
• Saws, Files, Shears 
• Miter Box 
Debris Control 
• Drills, Reamers, Hole Saws, Punches 
• Clamps, Wrenches, Riveting Tools, Pin Expansion Tool 
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• Welders-Electron Beam, Spot, Seam 
• Fusing, Reduction Heating Coil 
Snap Lines,l Measuring RQds 
Optical Surveying Systems (Rangefincier, Transit) 
• Gages, Measuring Tapes 
• YOM, Discontinuity Meters 
• Valve Actuation Handles 
~ Leak Detection Gear 
Cleaning Wipes 
7.'.' The SOC design shall provide for simultaneous EVA of two crewmembers during 
Phase I and up to four crewmembers during Phases II and III. 
7.'U A minimum of two manned maneuvering unit support stations shall be provided 
dur ing Phases II and III. 
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7.-'00 DATA MANAGEMENT 
7.»1 SOC status information shall be available as follows: 
a. To the ground to confirm the existence of a safe, habitable environment and 
functional capabilities of critical life sustaining and operational subsystems prior to 
manning. Limited status information shall be available directly to the orbiter when the 
orbiter is docked or station-keeping with the SOC. 
b. Periodically to the ground for long-term trend analysis, logistics planning, etc. 
c. Continuously 1:0 the ground during critical or emergency operations. 
d. Onboard for: 
1) SOC subsystem status and caution and warning display. 
2) Control of EVA/IVA activity. 
3) Control of local logistics (e.g., crane operations, construction operations). 
4) Support of day-to-day operations planning. 
') Malfunction analysis. 
7.»2 System and mission status will not necessarily be transmitted to the ground on a 
real-time basis, but real-time capability shall exist. 
7 • .503 The data management subsystem serves as the central executive authority and 
coordinates the following functions: 
a. Data recording mangement 
b. Telemetry format selection 
c. Subsystem status display monitoring and configuration selection 
d. Consumables managment 
e. Automatic fault detection and annunciation 
f. Mission hardware and free-flyer suppt)rt 
g. SOC operation planning and control support 
h. Data proceSSing management 
i. On-board command control 
7.~ The Space Operations Center data management and software system shall employ 
distributed processing. The distributed concept has be£n selected in order to associate 
software elements as closely as possible with the hak'dware eleme:\ts they serve, to minimize 
software development problems, and maximize 1the final software flexibility effectiveness. 
The Space Operations Center includes several modules and subsystems, each of which wi11 
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include associated processing and software. Because of the need for an iotegrative function, 
a hierarchical approach, rather than an equal-authority distributed approach, has been 
selected. 
A further important consideration ;n th~ data management and software system design is 
the recognition of the significance of interfacing with the on-board crt!w through controls 
and displays, and interfacing with external sources of data and r.:~mmands, such as ground 
mission control and other flight systems. S\;bsystem deSigns will blc:orporate processor/con-
troUers to perform independent data processing. Processor tunct!ans will include engineer-
ing units conversion, limit checking control of output stimuli, data formatting, communica-
tion with other subsystem processor elements, and support overall redundancy management. 
7 • .50' The data bus architecture for SOC subsystems management shall allow com-
munication between any subsystems that need to exchange data without dependence on 
other elements or sut>systems. The overall system structure shall mimic the hardware work 
breakdown structure to the extent necessary to maintain close association between software 
and hardware elements. 
The system shall include a Space Operations Center main processor in each habitability 
module. One of these will be active and the other wlU serve as on-Hne backup. This 
processor will interface with the remainder of the systems through a data bus system. The 
data manag~ment sy~tem5hall employ a primary and backup data bus or functionally similar 
architecture that provides redundancy and workaround provisions consistent with SOC, safety 
and reliability requirements. 
7 • .506 Data management processing functions will be organized into microprogrammed 
entities. These entities may be physically packaged within a single LRU or separated into 
individual patka(~es. 
7.~7 Processor memories, arithmetic capabilities, word sizes and operational speed shall be 
commensurate with the function to be supported. Inter-system data transfers will be 
performed eXclusively by an input/output interface compatible witti the data bus network 
design. 
7.~ Integration of the subsystem proceSSing elements requires a level of controlled 
functional interfaces via an leo type specification. Such management techniques must be 
evaluated to minimize costs for hardware/software design, verification and operational 
maintenance. It is a design goal that all processors and mass storage media shall be 
compatible SOftware-wise, such that the various processors can back one another up. 
7.m Design of various data processing data transfer elements wUl incorporate transient 
error detection and recovery techniq'Jes. The design techniques will be compatible with the 
individual element's functional criticality. Processing functions critical to SOC integrity, 
crew safE'ty, or SOC-shuttle: interactions shall be accessible to ground command and shall 
not be impaired by loss of cabin pressuref. 
7.'10 Vehicle mass memory storage will be provided by the data management function. 
Mass memory will store subsystem application programs and overlays, have callable 
maintenance and checkout routines, maintain crew display formats, provide buffering for 
ground/vehicle communications, and other to-be~defined storage r~~irements. Design wlll 
ensure integrity and separation of individual subsystem data sets. 
7.'11 Operational instrumentation format selection and control of recording is a function of 
data management. Each individual subsystem processor is responsible for gathering the 
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approprhlte instrumentat~on parameters, preprocessing them and transf~rring the necessary 
data sets to the data management processor. 
7."2 A data bus network/hierarchy shall be employed for all intra/inter subsystem 
transfers of digital data and shall employ a ,$tandard interface module in all devices 
connected to the bus. 
7.'13 A fiber optic data bus, employing the NASA developed multiwavelength monolithic 
terminal, shall be considered as a baseline for system study pUrpo$4!s. 
7.'1' The network architecture and protocol shall accommodate system expansion without 
impact on existing capabilities. Data traffic thrUpUt loading and system LRU In~erfaces 
shall provide a minimum of '096 expansion at the design data rate. 
1.'" Inputs for vehicle operaUons will be manually and/or automatically initiated. The 
execution of such operations will be via a computer controlled output. 
7.'16 To minimize weight, power, volume, and logistic requirements; the concept of 
integrated controls shall be the design goal. Dedicated controls/switches will be minimized. 
Functions such as system power application and distribution may required dedicated 
switches. 
1.'17 A standard, modular input control medium shall be employed for subsystem interfaces 
to achieve functions such as subsystem mode selection, compUter input controls, and vehicle 
attitude and configuration management. Voice entry, programmable function keys, or CRT 
touch entry are typical design candidates. 
7.'11 Positive or advisory feedback of control operations shall be available to the operator. 
Critical/hazardous operations shall employ arm/fire type sequence commands. 
7.'19 Crew displays shaH include caution/advisory descrete event lights and multifunction, 
programmable CRT's. Color, aural, and flashing techniques will be employed to ensure crew 
attraction. Caution and warning and anomaly information shall be provided from the 
subsystems, and from the station instrumentation data management, and caution and 
warning data shall be distributed to the controls and displays and the communications 
subsystem for crew annunciation. 
7.'20 CRT's (or equivalent technology) shall employ color displays to enhance presentation 
of information and crew interaction. Displays will present alpha-numerics, graphics, and 
vector symbology. The integrated CRT display system shall provide programmable roll-
in/roll-out formats to permit cr.ew flexibility arr~ accessibility to all vehicle subsystem 
parameters, graphic representation of vehicle trajectories, attitude and functional con-
figuration. 
7.'21 The integrated entry and display system will employ tutorial and interactive tech-
niques to accomplish vehicle control, on-board checkout/maintenance, ahd mission opera-
tions. Design concepts to minimize printed text documents and which enhance zero "glt 
crew operations are highly desirable. The SOC shall maintain an adequate archive for 
mission operations support, planning, and procedures, as well as for crew entertainm!l.':lnt and 
for data bases for system and subsystem maintenance and emersency operations procedures. 
(Note: numbers 7.'22 - 7.549 are reserved for future additions to general data management 
requirements) , 
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7.51=.f5 Specific Pr~:cessing Requirements-r!!.C!!!.1 following are functional requirements 
and one not intended to specify a particular architecture. Functions 7.'" through 7.'60 are 
applicable to the initial SOC. Functions 1.'61 through 7.'67 are add-on capabilities to be 
provided as needed to support SOC missions. 
7.". SOC Main Process in,. The function shall provide overall station configuration 
management under crew supervision. In this sense, main processing shall pr(J\*ide high level 
commands, including override capabmti~5 to the various subsystems or sub functions. 
Examples include overriding the nQrme.{ attitude and orbit management strategy for the 
flight control system issuing cabin temperature and pressure commands to the environmen-
tal control and Ufe support system, and issuing emergency management commands to nther 
subsystems. 
The main processing function shall also serve as the primary processor for operations 
support and scheduling software, to provide day-to-d~y software and clata management 
support to crew operations. It shall maintaih the working archives on mission plans and 
procedures, project status, crew &tatus, schedtJle status, and action and problem status. 
7."2 Common Data Base. The common data base shall be a random access memory, and 
shall provide multiple acc,ess to fr~:Juently used common data bases for the various 
processing functions. Depending on the siz~ of the common data base, it may be necessary 
to b&ck up the R.AM with mass storage. 
7."3 Station Instrument?ition Data Management. The SOC will include a set of 
instrumentation primarily 'concerned with measuring temperatures, pressures, consumables, 
quantities, and other items not associated with a specific SUbsystem. Instrumentation data 
management shall be on the data bus, and shall provide data to the common data base buffer 
as necessary, for access by the various subsystems and the SOC main processor. A path 
shall also be provided to route instrumentation outputs to the communications subsystem for 
direct relay to the ground. 
7.'" The data interface to the displays shall be f"rmatted to minimize the processing 
requirements on other functions for interpretation or formatting displays. The displays 
processing function shall also access or receive, and transmit displays information to remote 
terminals such as those in the galley and in the crew private quarters, and shall format data 
and drive the control center CRT and digital displays. 
7.'" The communication system processing function shall orchestrate the operation of 
the communication subsystem and shall handle the interfacing of the SOC data management 
system with the outside world through the communication sy~tem, including communications 
with shuttle, orbit transfer vehicles, free flyers, ground (either direetlyor through the 
tracking and data relay satellite) navigation data from the global posi'tim'ling system, and 
intra-SOC communications, including audio and caution and warning. 
7.'" The flight control subsystem shall determine the SOC state vect()t· using informa-
tion from the communication subsystem GPS nav data. The flight· control system 5hall 
provide the normal attitude control and orbit management function. The algorithms shall be 
designed to maintain continuous attitude control either through utilization of orbit makeup 
thrusters or through utilization of attitude offsets to minimize or counter-gravity gradients. 
System dynamics and adaptive control routines shall reside in this system. The flight 
control system will also control and command the CMG's (if used) and will issue thrust 
commands to the propulsion subsystem. 
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7."7 The Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) processing function 
$hall orche5trat~ the various elements of the ECLSS system (with suitable data exchange 
with the automated power systems management subsystem) in order to minimize battery 
draw-down by the environmental control and life support system, consistent with main-
taining proper environmental control of the station. Each subeAement of the environmental 
control and life support system such as the humidity control, water electrolysis, CO2 
removal, etc., shall have digital interfaces between the environmental control and life 
support processing function and local component microprocessing as necessary to control the 
proper operation of each component. The environmental control and life support system 
processing functi,on shall also handle normal anomaly and emergency management for the 
environmental (,Iontrol and life support system including subsystem or element failures, 
atmosphere c~.~anup, pressure control, etc. These functions shall be overrideable by the 
crew through 'the command and display system and in addition, certain override functions 
may be pro'fided by the SOC main processing function. 
7.'" The Automated Power Systems Management (APSM) processor shall control the 
solar array and battery systems for power management to minimize battery degradation. It 
shall maintain cognizance and provide data to the data bus on array status, battery status, 
power electronics status, any anomalies, emergencies or failures, and will provide emer-
genc)' override and load leveling management of discretionary or optional loads such as some 
(if those associated with cooking, lighting, etc. 
7.'" Propulsion processing shall monitor and maintain status of the propulsion system, 
di$tribute thrust commands to primary or secondary thrusters, detect failures or anomalies, 
determine and maintain status of propellant remaining, and provide data feedback on propul-
sion .systems status and performance. 
7.560 Aninput!output buffer and formatter shall be provided to allow digital data 
transfer between the space shuttle and the SOC data management system. 
7 • .561 The Propellant Storage and Transfer system shall maintain status information on 
the cryogenic propellant storage and transfer systems and will provide the necess~ry control 
and management of propellant transfer operations, to include propellant gaging, pump 
operation, valve control, thermal management of cryogenic propellants, and status informa-
tion input to the data bus. 
7."2 The Spacecraft and Project Test(Checkout processing f'unction shall provide the 
principal interfacf: to checkout and test of spacecraft or construction projects being 
conducted by the Space Operations Center. In many instances, it will be a conduit and 
formattor for data and stimuli exchange between ground-based computer and the system 
being checked out. It shaH control the remote umbilical bus on the construction facility 
that interfaces with the spacecraft or other project being tested. 
7."3 The Orbit Transfer Vehicle Test and Checkout processing function shall provide a 
function similar to spacecraft and project test and checkout, but for the manned and 
automated components of the orbit transfer vehicle. It shall also interface with a data 
remote umbilical and shall interface with the computers on board the OTV and its manned 
capsule to effect test checkout and readiness analysis. It shall be connected to the main 
data bus to provide information to the command and control station. The design of this 
proce5Sing function shall be coordinated with design of the upper stage(s) it is to support, in 
order to eliminate unnecessary duplication of function. 
7.5M The Construction and Flight Support Syrtem processing function shall orchestrate 
and control the operation of the mobility system, the cherrypicker system, and the mobile 
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remote work station system. Data connections between these systems may be by local RF 
link rather than by hardwired data bus as appropriate. This processing function shall accept 
crew commands from the controls and displays system or from a remote crew station, and 
translate these commands into commands to the individual elements of the construction 
system. 
7.'" The Mobility, Cherrypicker, and Mobile Remote Work Station processing functions 
shall translate higher level commands (such as move from here to there) into the individual 
motor or actuator drive commands necessary to cause the device to accomplish construction 
and flight support system commands. They shall include position detection and anti-collision 
algorithms insofar as is practicable, and shall also include control algorithms to suppress 
oscillations or spurious motions. In addition, the MRWS processing function, for the 
pressurized version, shall include all functions necessary to provide environmental control 
and life support in the MRWS. 
7.'" The health maintenance subsystem shall include a dedicated processor or functional 
equivalent to provide diagnostic and process instrumentation support for the health 
maintenance facility and other data base management, such as crew medical history 
archives. Requirements for medical data processing are discussed in more detail under 
section 4.2. 
"."7 An experiment support processing capability shall be available in the HM to provide 
support to SOC-based experiments. Software funtional requirements are T8D. 
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7.a OOMU'JNICATIQNS AND TRACKING 
7.lIDl The commUlications and tracking subsystem sh&U be desipd to provide C&T A 
services between the SOC ~ various spac~ vehides Interoperatlnl with the SOC. These 
shaU include the Space S .... ttle Orbiter, EVA aew members, OTV's, freeflyers, :>emote 
teleoperators, relay satellites, and co-orbiting sateUltes. Link characteristics and 
performance re~irement5 .. e shown in Table 30 
7.flJ2 Duplex commUlications via a synchronous sateUite relay system must be 
provided beginning with the initial manned tught. 
7.60] The normal SOC/groW1d upllnk and downlink channels shall operate through a 
relay satellite at S-band, Ku-band, or millimeter-wave frequencies. The communication 
1in~ between the SOC iIld orblter shaU operate at S-band fre~ncles. This links between 
the SOC and free-flyers and/or manned/unmanned OTV's shall be at S-band, Ku-band, or A 
mm wave fre~ncies depending on e~ipment avallable on the other vehldes. 
7.~ The commUlication system shall be capable of transmission, reception and 
processing of Yoice, telemetry, commands and wideband data, TV, and text and graphics 
(reference Table 3). The system shall include the capability for secure commlllications A 
(induding any COMSEC requirements), and shall operate in an RF( envirorvnent at all 
tillles lJ'lder normal and emergency operating conditions. Special provislcnJ shall be made 
for ~nti-jam (AJ) and spoofing protection. Relay of data to/from SOC shall be provided 
between the SOC and groUld via a synchronous satellite. 
7.(1)' Receptioo and processing of CPS (global positioning system) signals for the SOC 
navigation will be provided. 
7.606 The SOC CommlJ'lication and Tracking will ac~ire and track augmented and A 
non-augmented detached vehides for the !l'.I'pases of traffic control, rendezvous ,...nd 
docking and orbital ephemeriS generaticr.s (reference Tables 3 and If). It is a design 
objective to achieve 100% alverage within ,:tl' degrees of orbital plane. Coverage for 
remainder of slilere shall be 7'% or greater, e.:ept within 8 km of SOC where 100 
percent ooverage is a design goal for free-flyers having propulsive stages. 
The SOC tracking radars shall be capable of a wtole-sky sweep for target ac~isition at 
up to 2000 km range in 2 minutes. The tracking radars shall be capable of monitoring up 
to 10 targets. In order to minimize the need for wtole-sky sweeps, the tracking radar 
shall be equipped with path prediction compactation capability so that in multiple-target 
monitoring mode the radars can be directed to each target seCJJence. The radar shall 
operate in long range and proximity modes. The long range performance goal is a range of 
2000 km; range and velocity accuracies, 1 k!'1'1 and 1 m/sec; angul. resolution, 2' mr." The 
proximity performance goals are: range, 100 km; range ~d velocity accuracies, 10m and 
0.1 m/sec; angular resolUtion, 10 mr. 
7.flJ7 The captlbility for voice conferencing shall be provided between up to 4 EVA 
crew, manned spacecraft, the groW1d network, and the SOC. The auclo subsystem shall 
provide the capability to reco~ize, process, amplify, m"" synthesize, switch, and 
distribute voice to and from all internal user locatio .. , hardline interfaces, and raclo 
f reCJlency interf aces. 
7.flJl For each manned state of SOC bJUdup and operations, SOC-groUld and SOC-
manned spacecraft duplex voice communication capability shall be available from any 
pressW"ized yolume the ~rew might retreat to when an emergency condition exits. 
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TABLE 3. SOC COMMUNICATIONS LINKS PERFORMANCE REQUIREIEHIS 
Link--SOC Frecpmc:y* NlDliJer** 
To/Fram Band of VeNdes 
Relay S, Ku,or mm 1 
Satellite 
Orbiter S-band 2 
EVA Pro;,ably UHF 4 
OTV Ku-band 2 
(Manned)' or mm wave 
OTV Ku-band 2 
(Unnanned) or mm wave 
Free-Flyer S-band, Ku-band 4 
or mm wave 
Tracking mm wave Up to 
Radar 10 targets 
GPS L-band 
*Subject to Teclmology Developnents. 
**Simultaneous commmications r~tJlirement. 
Rmae 0.. 
Recpests RecJIeStS 
38000 km Di-Rate/Low Rate Data, TV, Voice 
2000 km Vice c!c Data 
10km Duplex Voice; Low-Rate Data 
38000 km- Voice, TLM, Low-Rate Data 
2000 km- Ranging 
100 km- TV from OTV to SOC 
38000 km- TLM, Low·,Rate Data 
2000km - Ranging 
lOOkm - TV from OTV to SOC {remote piloting aid) 
2OO0km- TLM, Low-Rate Data, Ranging 
100 km- TV from free-flyer to SOC 
2000 km- long-range mode 
100 km- smrt range mode 
IISOO km Navigation Data 
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TABLE. 
soc RF COMMUNICATION LINKS OPERATIONAL R!QUIREMENTS 
SOCComm U ... Int.ruptible 
To/From Relay 
Satellite Continual When T.gets are in Yes A 
the Coverage Volume of Interest 
To/From Orbiter Continual DlI'ing Rendezvous Except DlI'ing Docking 
Docking, Separation 
To/From EVA Continuous DlI'ing EVA No 
To/From 01~V Continual DlI'ing OTVLaunch Except DlI'ing Docking 
and ReCDvery Operations 
To Free-Flyers Occasional (Operations, Orbit Except DlI'ing Docking 
Maintenance, Recovery) and Maneuvering 
From Free-Flyers Continual (Status) Yt5 
Traffic Control Continual When Tergets ere in No A 
the Coverage Volume of Interest 
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7.fi09 SOC attitude constraints shall not be reCJ.Iired to maintain acceptable RF circuit 
performance margins. 
7.6.0 SOC RF mmmlllication link operational reCJ.Iirement! .e sh>wn in Table 4. 
7.611 Simultaneous cotnmlllication reCJ.Iireanents with multiple elements are desaibed 
in Table ,. 
7.6.2 The SOC shaH provide a commlllication link ttrough the docking interface 
systems with the communications system of attached vehicles. 
7.6.3 Internal comrmnications (duplex voice, caution and warning signals, public 
address, closed circuit video and wireless voicecomm for crewman) shall be available in 
all habitable areas of the SOC including EVA airlocks, and aU active docking ports. 
Internal communications shall not be i"t~rrupted nor degraded within the remaining 
pressurized volume doe to a malflllctioo of a single or group of SOC modules. The 
capability to maintain voice communications while crewmen maneuver within and 
between modules shall be provIded by an umbilical-free-system. 
7.6.' A oommon time element will be used by all system elements and/or time data 
will be included as part of eac;h systems information. 
7.6.' Generation, processing, distribution, transmission, recording and reception of 
television, text and graphics signals shall be provided. Closed circuit TV shaU be available 
for crew entertairvnent, support of cbcking, and/or special area monitoring. Ground 
commanded and crew initiated hard mpy readout shall be provided. 
7.6.6 Subsystem desiWl shall include a built-In-test (BIT) capability to facilitate 
detection and reporting of hllctional discrepancies. As a minimum, this BIT capability 
shall enable failure detection at a fU'lctiooal path level in flight along with fault isolation. 
ijlT will be implemented by utili2'Jng continoously monitoring built-in-test-cquipment 
(BITE), self-test circuitry, and by providing adeCfJate test point information at the 
eleoctrical interfaces. 
7.617 AU eCfJipment wilJ be capable of being maintained in Q qJiesamt or powered-
down configuration and reacti vated by command channels from the SOC or ground. 
7.6.1 For vehicles utili2'Jng active rendezvous and docking systt~ns the SOC wiU A 
provide radar enhancement devices (RED) or active trans~ders. The RED's wilJ provide 
passi ve point SOll"ces of high radar reflectivity. . 
7.6.9 Generation, processin~ and telemetry transmission of narrowband and wideband 
engineering data shall be provi~l~d for ground analysis. 
7.620 Generation, processing and telemetry transmission of subsystem operational data 
shall be provided by the COOlmunication; and Tracking System. 
7.62. Plil'med and unscheduled maintenance shaU be performed at the LRU level. LRU 
design shall facilitate replacement by SOC aewmen as a routine activity. Those LRU's 
mOl6ated external to the habi table vohme such as antennas, transmitters and receivers 
and TV cameras shall have EVA sf;!I"vicing provisions. 
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SOCComm 
To/From 
Relay 
Sat 
Orbiter 
EVA* 
OTV 
Free 
Flyers* 
GPS 
* \1IJltiple-T80 
TABLE' 
SIMULTANEOUS SOC COMMUNICATION LINKS 
Relay 
SAT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
SimultMeoull!iementi 
Orbiter EVA OTY Fr. 
Plyer 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X-Indicates Simultaneous Operations 
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CPS 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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1.622 The comml.llicaticns and tracking (cct" system shall interface with the. A 
integrated entry and display system via CctT processor/controller(s). The cctT 
processor/amtroller(s) shull provide status mcnitoring. automatic conflguraticn manage-
ment, fault isolaticn, and all necess.y display/control ftllctions for operatio,.. 
1.621 The overall c:ommwaicatians and tracking reliability req.drements wiIJ be met 
through tellg-life desitpl. scheduled maintenance and repair, and redunda. .. 1CY. 
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7.700 DOCKING/BERTHING 
7.701 Docking is defined as the Joining in space of two spacecraft or spacecraft 
modules by maneuvering one into contact with the other, at the docking Interface, using 
rec'lction control thrusters. 
7.702 Berthing is defined as the joining 1n space of two spacecraft or spacecraft 
modules by maneuvering one into contact with the other, at the berthing ~nterface, using 
a manipulator. 
7.703 Provide. at least two locations for Orbiter docking. One location shall allow 
nomInal operll tions of crew transfer and logistics. The other may allow for crew transfer 
only. The two Jocations shall also allow two Orbiters to be in the docked position at the 
Silme time and I>rovide safe docking maneuver clearance for either Orbiter without 
reconfiglJring the SOC. 
7.701f The Orbiter docking systems shall be designed to allow docking at 90 degree 
.. ~lignment increments about the respective a)(is. 
7.70' Berthing ports and hatches shall be sized for a nominal 40-inch diameter opening. 
The 40-inch diameter opening shall be "0" shaped (same as or similar to orbiter airlock 
and aft cabin bulkhead hatc:hes) to allow the hatch to be passed through the opening. 
7.706 AU hatches shall be capable of operation from either side of the hatch. 
7.707 Capability for equalization of pressure across the hatch shall be provided. 
7.701 AU hatches shall close in direction of positive pressure differential. 
7.709 AU hatches shall be provided with hinge linkages to control hatch m~tion. 
7.710 Areas into which hatches open shall be designed so that the full open position of 
the hatch does not block crew passage. 
7.711 AU pressure hatches shall have a window. 
7.712 AU umbilical interconnections shall be within the pressurized environment, if 
that service to be interconnected is generally routed within the module's pressurized 
environment. Any service interconnection made outside of the pressurized volume shall 
be automated but shaH be maintainable by EVA.. Internal interconnections may be 
automated and/or manual. 
7.713 Docking systems and berthing systems shall be androgynous, except for certain 
spec:iaJized umbilical interconnects (l.e., modules with identical docking systems may be 
docked together, and modules with identical berthing systems may be berthed together). 
7.7" Impact load attenuation and alignment subsystems of both berthing systems and 
docking systems must be designed to be commensurate with the mass properties ~~ the 
module on which it is installed. 
7.7" All berthing ports on the SOC basic configuration shall be geometrically 
identical, except for specialized umbilical interconnects, such that any module of the SOC 
may be berthed to any berthing port -- other configuration factors permitting. 
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7.716 The SOC berthing ports and the Orbiter's docking system, tocated on its docking 
module, shall be designed such that the Orbiter may dock to any SOC berthing purt, with 
the provision that the Orbiter's docking system is "active" (i.e., providing for impact load 
attenuation, energy absorption, and capture latching). This assumes that proper physical 
clearances exist, and that the dynamics associated with the system mass properties for 
this situation are reason,ab!e. 
7.717 All active functions of the berthing systems and docking systems (i.e., impact 
attenuation, capture latching, 'tlmc~ural latching, etc.) shall normally be performed by 
one side with the other side· ;I~ ~.:. I ,J:sive mode. Either side shall be capable of all active 
functions with the other side in a passive mode. However, it may be that the best 
engineering choice for cet'tain berthing ports is to make that port totallT' or partially 
passive. 
7,.711 Docking-desig;} impact conditions 
Axial closing velocity 
Lateral velocity 
Angular velocity 
Lateral misalignment 
Angular misalignment 
0.16-0 • .50 ft/sec 
0.2 It/sec 
.6 deg/sec 
0.7.5 ft 
.5.0 deg. roll 
6.0 deg. pitch/yaw 
The above data (jre total values relative to the docking in.terface. 
7.719 Berthing-design impact coodi tions 
Closing velocity, Ips 
Lateral velocity, fps 
Angular velocity, (j'Jtg/sec 
Lateral mi$aligramea~, ft 
Angular misaHgnme, ~t, deg 
0.0.5 ft/sec 
0.0.5 ft/sec 
0.1 deg/sec 
0.2 ft 
3 deg roU 
3 deg pitch/yaw 
7.720 Docking/berthing equipment shall not require removal for crew or equipment 
transfer. 
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7.100 FLIGHT CONTROL/PROPULSION 
~ 7.101 The GN&C system shall have the capability to provide targeting parameters for 
the SOC powered flight function and for thrusting maneuvers of detached modules. 
7.102 The GN"'C::: system shall have the c~pabmty of commanding the desired thrust 
vector direction for powered flight and issuing on/off thrusting commands. 
7.103 The GN&C system shaU have the cap",.,i1ity of automatically determining the 
SOC's state vector to an accuracy compatible with (iPS operation. A state vector uJldate 
cupabUity from ground tracking 1s aiso reqUired. 
7.10If The GN&C system shall have the capability of propagating the state vector along 
a co,isting trajectory for up to 10 days to an accuracy consistent with rendezvous 
trdjectory and other mission planning requirements. 
7.80' There shall be onboard tracking &nd orbital ephemeris generation capability for 
dt1 tached modules under SOC control. 
7.106 The i;lttitude control system (ACS) shall provide thre~-axis control torques to 
counter external and internal disturbances. maintain ~tabUizat1on of the various flight 
modes, and effect attitude maneuvers for reor~entatif)1l of the SOC and/or control system 
desaturation. Control torques shall be provided by momentum exchange devices and a 
reaction control system. 
7.107 The SOC must be stabilized for initial manning and bUildup. 
7.101 Stabilization and control will be prOVided by the SOC during construction and 
assembly of large structures. 
7.8~ Attitude control requireh'lents for experiments In excess of those required for 
normai operdt\OI)S mny be provided by a separate stabilization and control system. 
, 
7.110 The capability of maintaining stabiUty when moving large masses or constructing 
appendages shall be required. Additional stabilization devices may be needed for thiS 
capability. 
7.811 The ACS shall provide stabilization and control of the thrust axis during 
translation maneuvers. Translation maneuvers are required during aU phases of the 
buildup. 
7.112 The nominal flight orientation will be a flight mode to minimize the 
ac(:umulatton of momentum from aerodynamic and gra'ili\)' gradient torques. Nominal 
attitude control accuracy will be ,:!:, degrees at TBD deg/sec. 
7.113 The ACS shall be capable of stabilizing the configuration to .:to.l degrees and 
0.00' deg/sec for docking (including assembly). 
7.114 The RCS shall provide control forces capable of meedng three-axis attitude 
hold, attitude maneuvers, and CMG desaturation and translation such as of'bit 
maintenancer~quir""rnents during all phases of SOC assembly and operations, including 
docked operati~jr\swith th~ orbiter. 
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7.1" Controlled deorbit capability shall be provided in the SOC propulsion system. 
(Refer to requirements 2.030 - 2.032) Thrust available for controlled deorbit shaH be a 
minimum of 4000 newtons (900 Ib) • 
7.116 The propulsion system shall maintain a 90-day propellant reserve margin for 
orbit makeup, beyond the planned resupply time, under worst-case atmosphere density 
conditions (solar max, 3 sigma) during all states of building and operation. 
7.117 The RCS shall be an lRU design. 
7.111 The RCS thrusters shall be located in such a manner as to provide minimum cross 
coupling effects. 
7.119 The RCS thrusters should be located to minimize plume impingement effects on 
SOC mission hardware or orbiter structures. 
7.120 Thruster size shall reflect an optimum compromise between required attitude 
control authority, minimum total impulse thruster state-of-the-art, redundancy, orbit 
maintenance requirement, and interaction with other attitude control devices such as 
CMGls. 
7.121 SOC RCS propellant is baselined as monopropellant hydrazine. Othel' options are 
to be evaluated, including a gaseous H2 - O2 system integrated with a l'egenerable fuel 
cell electrical power system. 
7.122 SOC RCS thrusters assuming hydrazine propellant shall be catalytic spontaneous 
decomposition type. 
7.123 Thruster location optimization shall be provided such that orbit maintenance and 
CMG desaturation can be accomplished simultaneously with the same propellant. 
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7.900 CREW SUPPORT 
7.901 The SOC shall be capable of operating in both single and multiple shift modes. 
7.902 In general, day-to-day planning of activities shall be performed onboard; long-
range planning shall be performed on the ground. 
7.903 Crew transfer from the Crbiter to the SOC (manned or unmanned) ~hall be 
performed in a shirtsleeve environment. 
7.~ Routine evaluation of crew health shaH be performed onboard. Medical care will 
be provided by trahled crewmen (at least to paramedic levej). Emergency patients will be 
tr ..insferred to the ground (also see 4.2O,Oh 
7.90' The SOC shall accommodate a mixed male-female crew. 
7.906 Crew ~ystems shall be designed using the 'th and 9'th percentile male and 
female NASA astronaut anthroprometrics adjusted for 30 year growth trends. 
7.907 The initial SOC shall be sized to accommodate at least four crewmen. 
7.901 Provisions for double occupancy will be made for exchange crew overlap periods. 
The maximum crew size will be eighteen crewmen for 14 days (8 SOC crewmen + 8 
replacement SOC crewmen + 2 Orbiter crewmen). 
7.909 There is no requirement that the SOC configuration provide artificial gravity for 
the crew. 
7.910 Ouring SOC operation a minimum of two separate pressurized habitable volumes 
with Independent life support capability and habitability provisions for a nominal crew of 
eight for 90 days will be provided. During the early stages of SOC buildup, the system 
should provide habitability provisions for four crewmen for 90 days. 
7.911 Lightin.g 
a. O()ntrol Panels and Task Areas: '38-1076 Ix (.50-100 ftc) adjustable -
selectable (with auxiliary 200 ftc spotl:te, if required). Suitable for machining, inspection 
of small details, drafting and small, delicate operations. 
b. Habitat Areas: 215-.538 Ix (20-S0 ftc) adjustable - selectable. Suitable for 
reading and general office work. 
c. General Areas: 108-20.5 Ix (10-20 ftc). Suitable for nort;ial activities such 
as kitchen, washroom, passageways and storerooms. 
d. CClntingency: 22-.54 1 x (2-.5 ftc). The SOC shaU have an emergency lighting 
system in all passageways and compartments so that the crew can proceed toward 
appropriate evalcuation ports in an emergency. The electrical power source for the 
emergency lighting shall be batteries which are kept fully charged by the electrical power 
system. In the event of loss of electrical power, the emergency lighting shall switch on 
automatically. 
e. PortdbJe LIghting: Portable flashlights and lanterns shall be strategically 
stored in specific locations for use during maintenance, repair, and emergencies. 
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7.911. The SOC shall provide non end-to-end systems operations simulations for onboard A 
flight crew training. . 
" 
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1.001 The SOC shall have the c~pability to assemble all elements of a space vehicle 
from their individual berthed positions to the final launch configUration. It is anticipated 
that propulsion stages (e.g. OTV) will be fueled under conditions for which this require-
ment applies. Offloadlng of propellants into SOC storage will also be required. A 
1.002 Standoff distances for the operation of OTV main propuit.lon and RCS shall be 
commensurate with those for the STS. 
1.001 The SOC shall provide berthing capability for up to four elements of space 
vt.'hit-:lcs awaiting assembly at any given time. 
8.00" The SOC shall provide access to all berthed elements of a space vehicle for 
jnspe[.~ti<.m, maintenance, and servicing activities. 
8.00j The SOC shall provide continuous unobstructed IVA access to the crew cabin of 
an ~'OTV while docked. 
8.006 Cryogenic OTV's and crew modules stored at the SOC shall be provided A 
m(~teoroid/debris collision protection and passive thermal control by a suitable hangar. 
The hangar shall incorporate work platforms, necessary equipment, utilities umbilicals and 
ligh ting lor maintenance tasks. 
8.007 The SOC shall provide the capability of transferring propellants from the Shuttle 
Orbi ter to SOC storage and then to the stage(s) of an OTV or directly from the Shuttle 
Orbiter to the OTV. 
8.001 The SOC shall provide necessary maintenance, monitor, and checkout equipment 
for interlacing wi~h the manned OTV onboard checkout system for verifying OTV systems 
status. The capability to telemeter data to the ground via the SOC shall be provided. 
1.009 The SOC shall provide the capability to perform final verification and ched~out 
of space vehicle payloads. 
1.010 Specialized payload related checkout equipment shall be provided by the payload. 
1.0li Standard power, mounting, and similar provisions are to be provided by the SOC. 
8.012 The SOC shall be capable of controlling the launch of manned OTV's via 
communications with ground-based control, autonomously with SOC-based control, or in 
support of OTV crew control. For unmanned OTV's, launch control shall be via 
communications with ground-bCised control or SOC-based control. 
1.011 The FSF shall incorporate an OTV transportation system at such time as this 
becomes necessary for stage or payload handling. 
1.014 FSF vehicle and payload handling provisions shall minimize scar-type design 
penalties on the vehicles and payloads. 
I.OU Provide ,unpressurized storage locations for space-based OTV replacement parts AI 
(ballutes, engines, avionks modules). The necessity of protective enclosures for these 
elements will be defined on an item-by-item basis. 
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1.016 EVA will be the primary mode of operations for vehicle maintenance with the A 
exC"eption of crew module interior equipment. 
1.017 EVA operat,ions shall be suspended during vehicle launch and returning vehicle A 
capture. 
1.011 Orbit transfer systems which are based at or operate from the SOC will consist A 
of expendable and reusable systems operating in both manned and unmanned modes. The 
systems will be performing delivery and retrieval missions for a large variety of payloads 
which operate in orbit from LEO to Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO, at various 
inclinations. These systems will also provide delivery capability for planetary payloads. 
Specific requirements are as follow~. 
Capability to perform rendezvous and proximity operations with the SOC. 
CapabiHty to accept both SOC and ground (\)mr'flands. Commands during 
proximity operations shall be from the SOC. 
Capability for systems being safed from SOC prior to berthing ~ith SOC. 
Capability for providing safe separation distance prior to launch. 
Compatibility with SOC berthing, handling device, and deployment mechanisms. 
Compatibility with SOC propellant loading equipment. 
Compatibility with SOC checkout and maintenance equipmerlt. 
Compatibility with SOC utility services. 
Ctlmpatibitity with SOC plume impingement criteria. 
Space based orbit transfer systems with GEO capability shall be designed such 
that they can be upgraded for manned operations. 
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9.000 CONSTRUCTION FACILITY 
9.001 The growth SOC construction facility shall be capable of deploying, assembling, and 
fabricating large spacecraft structures. 
9.002 The construction fa.::ili ty shall be capable of installing on the structures all subsys. 
tems required for complete, operational space systems. These s\Jbsystems shall include, but 
not be limited to, electrical power, thermal controJ and heat rejection, propulsion and attitude 
control, guidance and stabilization, communications and tracking, data management, ,i,echanl-
cal systems, and specialized subsystems peculiar to a speciflc space system or mission. 
9.003 Th(' construction facility shall be capable of calibrating installed subsystems and shall 
be capable of checking out the operation of the completed system prior to rel~ase from the 
SOC. 
9.00If The SOC shall be capable of releasing the fabricated space system, attaching propul-
sion Inodules and initiating the launch of the system to its op~trational orbit, 
9.005 The SOC shall provide the following for the construction-related functions: 
I!lectdcal power: 
Communica dons 
Illumination: 
Stabilization: 
EVA: 
Data management: 
Information storage: 
Ma ter ial storage: 
) kW continuous 
6 kW peak 
TV, audio, data 
TBD Lumens/m2 over TBD area 
0.1 deg/sec 2 
0.0 I. deg/sec 
a maximum of 24 eight-hour EVA's per week 
TBD bps 
TBD bits 
TBD m3 
9.006 When positioning and assembly operatior~s are to be performed using EVA, on EVA 
work station and aids shall be available to assist in final positioning of parts/subassemblies. 
9.007 The growth SOC CF shall accommodate construction of spacecraft that include the 
following characteristics: 
a. Rectangular Structures - The construction facility Shall be capable of constructing 
rectangular platform structures up to 80m wide and 480m long with a maximum mass, includ-
ing subsystems, of TBD kg. 
b. Parabolic Antennas - The construction facility shall be capable of co~,structing 
paraboloidal antenna structures up to 100m in diameter, with a maximum mass, including 
subsystems, of TBD kg. 
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c. Cylindrical Structures - The (;tlflstructiQn facility shull h~ capable of <;f)nstructing 
spa(':cl:raH with cylindrical shapes ot lIP to 100m diameter. 
'.001 The constl'uNion facility shall be capable of maintaining the &illignment of the fabri-
cated strw!ture wi.thin TI\O em per meter. 
9.009 Fabrication and .ilssem'bly activitIes should be isolated from crew habitations te, 
redllc~ noise .:md otlwr disturbances. 
9.0',0 Collision avoidance software and/or maximum torque override shall be lncfJrporated 
in manipulators and other supporting equipment. 
9.011 SOC dc.:rign s.hould provide direct visibility (rom the command center for a large 
p~l·tiol1 l)( tlw l;olt~trll~tion ~one, partkutarly ill the high activity areas where fabrlf;dtion ,mel 
nVA is being I)crforlned. 
9.012 TIll' CF shall provide a transporting system for the mobile cherry picker. 
'J.Oll The SOC must provide a structural system for attachin.~ construction fixtures. 
9.014 The growth SOC must provide a support/indexing fixture .system that can be readily 
rccollfigul'cc1 to addpt to a variety of spacecraft. configurations. This system shall minimize· 
the need for sp.1cet':rah dedicated fixture:;. This fixture system to include the following 
l'lemcnts: 
o Structural building block modules 
o Standard docking interface accessory for turntable/tiltable 
o Beam support/indexing modules 
9.0U The SOC must provide a construction support equipment storage system. (See 
Section 12.000) 
9.016 The SOC must pro\'ide an umbilical system that can be reconfigured to adapt to the 
variety of spacecra.ft. This umbilical system will provide electrical power, command/control 
signals TV and audio i'.nd test/checkout signals conductors and fluid and gas delivery lines. 
9.017 Provisions shall be made for dissipation of waste heat gen\y\"ated during space 
pn~cessing, manufacturing, and assembly operations. 
9.011 Debris shall not be released as the result of any construction operation. 
9.019 The operational SOC must provide a construction fixture that can be attach~d to the 
turntable/tilttable that can be readily adopted to a variety of spacecraft configurations. 
9.020 The operational SOC CF must ~e capable of handling spacecraft that may be as largt,~ 
as can be transported in the Orbiter cargo bay. Construction operations will includ~t 
deployment of apendages, test and checkout, and mating to an OTV. 
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10.000 SATELUTE AND MISSION SE~>YICING FACILITY 
10.001 The SOC shall provlde capabilities to service non-propulsive c6-orbiting/LEO A 
propulsion/GEO propulsion free-flyer satellites, onboard GCience and applications missions, 
attached mission modules, and shall provide basing for manned or automated OTV satellite 
servicing missions as appropriate. 
10.002 SOC capabilities for free-nyer servicing shalllnc1ude means for crew visits to nearby 
satellites within the safe operational capability of manned maneuvering units or manned A 
teleoperators, and shall include the capability to temporarily berth free-flyers for service. 
10.003 Maneuvering of free-flyers to the near vicinity of the SOC shall be under the control 
of the SOC. For such maneuvers, a zone of collision risk shall be established. Final maneuver-
ing to berthing within the zone of collision risk shall ~\e under the control of a crewperson 
operating a maneuvering unit or teleoperator. A 
10.00If For servicing of satellites with contamination-sensitive Inrtrurn~rtts, either the ,SOC 
shall be capable of operation during the servicing period without tnruster fking or sensitive 
instfu:nent!; must be c.overed. During such periods, attitude control shall be maintained by a 
combino.ltion of gravity gradient stability and CMG's. This requh'ement does no\' imply that t/lle 
SOC will be a precision instrument pointing platform. 
10.00' Experimental eqUipment and experiments shall be accommodated by the SOC on a 
space-,available basis. Such experiments may be attached to berthing ports (e.g. tether-type 
experiments) O.f may be accommodated within the pressure volume of the SOC. Potential 
locations include the habitat and service modules and the docking tunnel. Inter~or waUs of 
these modules, not occupied by permanently-ins'talled SOC equipment, shall be designed for 
installation of equipment racks ,and shall provide access to electrical and data services at 
reasonable spatial intervals. As a general guide, it shall be assumed that all experimental 
eqUipment intended for use within the SOC pressure volumes shall be designed to pass through 
the inter-module hatches. Further, such equipment shall conform to all SOC safety require-
ments. 
10.006 The SOC shall be designed to provide services including thermal control, electrical 
power, data bussing, and ventilation to a dedicated experiment mcdule. Such a module has not 
been defined by the SOC system definition studies. It may be assumed that the general nature 
and quantities of these services will be similar to those provided the Spacelab by the shuttle 
orbiter. 
10.007 One function of a dedicated experiment module may be. to carry out experiments too 
hazardous for conduct within the SOC. Accordingly, 1the interfac~ services between the SOC 
and an experiment module shall include the capability for immedi~te termination of ventila-
tionservices and all electrical power services except emergency. lighting, and rapid crew 
egress, hatch Closuf'e, and module depressurization. 
10.001 OTV basing requirements for satellite sel'vic!n~ are included under the flight support 
facility requirements (Paragraph 8.000 et s~q). Manned ,)tv crews shall be accommodated by 
the SOC habitats as necessary to avoid special Shuttle ~Jights for crew delivery or return to 
Earth. As this accommodation will generally be for short periods, it may exceed the nominal 
SOC crew number of eight. 
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Table 6 
SOC SATELLiTE SERVICING FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
Satelli te netr~\I.11 Ac:ce. 
0 Rendezvous 
0 Despin 
0 Destruct 
0 Capture 
0 Docking/Berthing 
0 Power Down 
0 Disarm 
0 Demi.),te fr\lm OTV 
0 Appendage Stow 
0 Retl~rn Satellite to Earth 
Operations and Maintenance 
o Install/Remove/Transfer 
o Sub~ystem Components 
o Subsystem Modules 
o Payload Modules 
o Payload Pallets. 
o Samples 
o FUm 
o Fluid and Gas Transfer 
Q Propellants (Cryo, fluids, gasses) 
o 'Payload Samples 
o Thermal Control Fluids 
o Calibrate Instruments 
o Exter'id/Retract/Replace/Reposi tion/Jettison Appendages 
o Clean Optical Surfaces 
o Visual Inspection/Observation 
o Telemetry and Command 
o Conduct In-Situ Experiments 
o Data Retrieval 
o Photography 
o Manual Override 
o Apply Coatings 
o Focus Instruments/Optics 
o Maintenance 
o Inspect 
o Checkout 
o Fault Diagnosis 
o Repair Components/Modules 
o Reshape Structural Members 
o Splice Wires 
o Tape Holes and Rips 
o Repair Fluid System Leaks 
o Repair Fro:zen Mechanical Joints 
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Table' 
SOC SATELLITE SERVICING FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
(Continued) 
o Attach Thermal Control Coverings 
o Repair Electrical System 
o Repair Corrosion 
o Fabricate Replacement Parts 
o Align 
o Store Replacement/Removed Components/Modules/Payloads 
o Maintain/Resupply ECLSS Components/Consummables 
o Sateliite/DepJoyment 
o Deploy Appendages 
o Power-Up 
o Checkout 
o Mate to Propulsion Stage 
o Release 
o \\onitor 
o Control Satellite/Transportation Vehicle Until Beyond SOC Control Zone 
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JO.OO9 Satellite servicing functions and equipment shall be common with satellite prepara-
tion, checkout, and construction equipment to the degree practicable. Further, it is a prograrn 
objective that this equipment be an evolutionary development from shuttle-ba$ed satellite 
servicing equipment. A representative list of functional capabilities 15 presented in table 6. 
A 10.010 The SOC control center shall provide controls and displays for sateUlte test and 
checkout. 
It. 10.011 Provisions shaH be made to store satellite replaceable equipment. 
A 10.012 The FSF shalt provide on area, services and equipment for handling, servl.cing, 
refueling, and storing propulsion stages (e.g., POM and VSS). 
A lO.013 Manipulators shall be provided for berthing and maneuvering satellites on SOC. 
A 10.01" Handling and Positioning Aids shall be provided to berth and hold satellites for 
serVicing. 
A 10.0U OCP shall be available for EV.A use during satellite service operations. 
A 10.01' Means shall be provided to allow satellite payload operations control center 
participation in satellite test and checkout. 
A 10.017 The FSF shall incorporate a transportation system to move satellites and service 
equipment from one service area to another. 
A 10.011 An MTV shall be provided for inspection of satellites (attached or unattached) beyond 
the reach of manipulators. 
A 10.019 Provisions shall be made to store satellites awaiting repairs, propulsion stage, or 
scheduled maintenance and checkout. 
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11.000 ~eNltRAL PURPOSE OPERATIONS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GPOSE) 
11.001 The SOC shall include a complement of general-purpose operations support 
equipment as necesary to SUppol·t its missions. A preliminary list of representative 
equipment is presented In Table 7. 
11.002 The approach for development and provisioning of GPOSE shall be (a) to identify 
needs lor s~clfic equipment items on the basis of ongoing and past operational 
experience; (b) to maintain commonality with similar equipment used by th~ Shuttle to the 
extent practicable; (c) to deliver GPOSE to the SOC on resupply lUghts as it is needed; 
i;Uld (d) to provide accommodation for this eqUipment onboard t 1e SOC as necesary to 
~void transporting it between Earth and the SOC because of storage space limitations. 
J 1.00) AU equipment shall be provided with restraints or tethers as necessary to 
J>revent accidental release. 
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Table 7 
General PwpoIe Support Equipment 
o Mobile cherrypicker with open manned remote work station. 
o Lighting 
o Fixed-Flood Lights, Spot Lights 
o Portable-Flood Lights, Spot Lights 
o Photographic Cameras-S~i1l and Movies 
o Closed Circuit Television-Fixed and Handheld Cameras 
o EVA Systems 
o EVA Suits (minirnum of 4) 
o EVA Tools 
o Saws, Fi1e:;~ Shears 
o Miter Box 
o Debris Control 
o Drills, Reamers, Hole Saws, Punches 
o Clamps, Wrenches~ Riveting Tools, Pin Sxpansion Tool 
o Welders-Electron Beam, Spot, Seam 
o Fusing, Reduction Heating Coil 
o Snap Lines, Measuring Rods 
o Optical SIJrveying Systems (Rangefinder~ Transit) 
o Gages, Measuring Tapes 
o YOM, Discontinuity Meters 
o Valve Actuation Handles 
o Leak Detection Gear 
o Cleaning Wipes 
o Portable EVA Work Station 
A 0 Mobile Cherrypicker Accessories 
o Small Object Handling Tool 
o Large Object Handling Tool 
o Turntable/Tilttable 
o Umbilical System 
A 0 Mobile Platform with Twin Manipulators 
o Snare End Effector 
Q Open Cherrypicker 
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T_1e 7 
General Pwpose Support Equipment 
(Continued) 
A 0 Handling and Positioning Aid 
o Open Cherrypicker 
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12.000 STORAGE FACILITY 
12.001 The SOC shall lncot'porate an external storage fac~W.v, The purpose of this (acUlty is 
to avoid transportation costs of transporting equipment betwe\.? ~ Earth and the SOC and to 
avoid using the Shuttle Orbiter as a warehouse. 
12.002 The storage facility shall be designed for evolutionary growth corresponding to 
growth 1n mission needs. Initially, the storage faclUty shall provide storage for general. 
pUrJ)ose, construction. and satellite or flight support servicing equlpment not conveniently 
stored internally to the SOC I)ressure. modules. An exa1nple is a mobile remote work station 
(MRWS). It is anticipated that the facllity will grow to the capability to accommodate an 
entire Shuttle payload In addition to SOC mission support equipment. The SOC/storage 
f,\l"i1ity arrangement shall not precludc growth to accommodate morc than one Shuttle 
P.lyIO.ld. 
12.00) The storage facUity shall be designed to minimize or eliminate payload and 
equipment design featul'es solely for storage attachment. 
12.~ The Sb,)rage (ilcHity shall be lighted as necessary to allow the crew to utUize the 
(acUity d~Jring C'.Icculted periods. ThIs requirement shall be met by general .. purpose lighting to 
the ~xtent pl'at~tlca', with a minimum of dedicated lighting. 
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